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ICAPACI TY 
2,500 milli—" m".  hours. 

The SUPREME 
High Tension Battery 
THIS liA"ri ERN' provides the most satis-

factory source of H.T. in existence. 
It will stand for six months at least, without 
detriment or loss of charge even when parti-
ally run down, so that its full capacity is 
available though the discharge be spread over 
such periods.  It can be recharged, and, 
reasonably cared for, will last for years. 
The discharge is steady, free from fluctua-
tions, and ensures pure reception against a 
silent background that is a revelation. 

THE 

LONG s• LIFE BATTERY 

TYPE  2,500 milli-anip. hrs.  9 
IV J Price 15/- 20-volt 

per d. 
unit, per volt. 

OOOOOOOOO • •
 • • • • • 

Advertisement of the Chloride Electrical Storage Co. Ltd. 

Clifton Junction, Nr. Manchester. 

4 

9, Holland Road, 
Aston, Birmingham. 

February 7th, 1927. 

Dear 0.M., 

How is your log going on? 
The Yanks came in fine last night. 
Did you record them on sheet 
which you can file for future 
reference?  You know what I 
mean, ruled and printed sheet all 
of a size and punched. ready. I 
will send you samples if you like. 

Best 73's, 
p.p. B. Matthews & Son, 

EG 6CC. 

P.S. 9 columns and 2 columns. 

High Class 
American Type 

r rAMEMEMEMI 

WIRELESS 
CABINETS 

FOR THE 4MATtUR 
CONSTRUCTOR 

The outstanding feature of 
thaw high-class cabinet* Li, the 
ease with which the set may 
be withdrawn for alterations without interference to the wiring.  Made 
tram well-seasoned Mahogany or Oak and polished by hand. 
Prices:  12  14  18  21  24  28  inches. 
Oak  17/.  17/6  18/6  19/6  20/6  21/6 
Mahogany  17/6  18/-  19/.  20/6  21/a  22/6 
Obtainable tram all reit:Ibis dealers, U saky diMculty write to the Ilanurts. 

The 12-14 and 18 in. are 8 ins. wide inside. 
The 21-24 and 28 in. are 9 Las. wide inside, 

FRANK RIDDIoUGH & SON, Westgate, Bradford 
'Phew: 4309 Brodiford. 

•• •••• •••••• ••••••• • •••••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • 
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Always mention 

T. & R. 
when buying Wireless 

Goods. 
It will help You and Us! 
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The 

Book of the Moment 
What is wrong with your reception or that Hertz? 

yOU can find out very easily (ruin" The Radio Amateur's 
Handbook," the only Amateur's Short Wave I landbook in 
existence.  The first print has run out long ago but we 

have now managed to get in a stock of the second print. Order 
yours now we have them  next week it might be too late. 

Every amateur will effect an economy by having this book in 
his station, it contains reams of information not to be found in 
any other 1 land book.  You will be behind the times if 
you do not get it. 

Do not Risk 'Very QRZ' 
You should be 'Very FB OM' 

We hare them in the Sala Department, 

(Rog& A/Ravi% 
t7lowdboo 

L. 1111..  •  - 

Price 4/-
Post free, cash with order. 

"T• & R BULLETIN " Radio Society of Great Britain, 
53, Victoria Street, S. W.1. 
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BATT  H 1 ERV  C AR ER  if/ 

automatic 

about  your 
batteries  run-
ning  down. 
Order at once 
the remarkable 
()VERN IGHT 
which is guaran-
teed to charge 
both your LT. 
and H.T. ac-
cumulators. 
The OVER-
NIGHT is silent, 
clean, odourless, foolproof, and 
in action.  Stocked for all A.C. 
Mains.  Price complete with 
valves as illustrated • • •  • • • 

Constructors OVERNIG HT 
Transformer 

50 
22/6 

Write to-day for free list with diagrams of the 
OVERNIGHT, together with list of Supre-
cision Elim:nator components, and Measuring 
Instruments co every description. 

V.11 
Sill 

I "121.  

1:3* 

+NIP 

FURTHER 
IMPROVEMENTS. 

We are  continuing 
our policy of improv-
ing in every possible 
way every Bretwood 
product. 

We now offer to the 
public two  of the 
finest  and  most 
essential components 
required  for  every 
valve receiver. 

OUR NEW VALVE 
HOLDER 

Anti- Phonic,  Anti-
Capacity,  Baseboard 
Type. 
'I lit iuiiii  fr attiii  1111-)Od kli is the 
holoicr which is attached to our 

spei. ia 

board mount.  This is now lit till 
for connecting up. 
Easy yet perfect valve contai t assured when plugging in. 

PRICE  2/4 EACH 

OUR NEW FILAMENT RESISTANCE. 
This new Model occupies only ma half the back of panel space of 
our original type: it is fitted with the famous and reliable spring 
ball contact which ensures smooth operation.  The method of 
cow f PI give-s both rough and micro-veniier adjustment.  Another 
improveinfint is the inclusion of Terminals as well as tags for 
connections. 

10 or 30 ohms. PRICE  3/6 EACH 

1111L4trated Leaflets of all Bretwood Componrnts sent Free on 
request.  Write for details of our GRID LEAK DE LUXE — 
S.L.F.  CON DENSE R — AUTO  AUDIO  FREQUENCY 
AM PLIFIER —COIL  HOLDF R—ANTI-CA PAC ITV SWITCH. 

Ily sprung au Li  valve 
well-kng bwn and efficient base--
with trrnimals as well as tags 

BRET WO OD  LI MITED, 
London  Mews, Maple Street  London  W.1. 

Parrs Ad. 

CIRC ULA TI O N  2,000  COPIES. 
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THE T. & R. SECTION, 

Inc. Radio Society of Great Britain. 
HIS SECTION of the Radio Society of Great Britain is a virile and 
progressive body of amateur radio experimenters bonded together 
for promotion of knowledge and brotherhood of those interested in the 

Radio Art.  It exists also with the object of the advancement of the Art, 
the representation of the amateur in legislative matters, and for the 
disciplined use of the ether in so far as amateur experimenters are con-
cerned. 

The Section is governed by a Committee which is elected annually 
in accordance with rules approved by a Convention held at the Institute 
of Electrical Engineers, London, in September, 1926, and the Constitution 
is democratic in character. 

The policy of the Section is to accept to its Membership any person 
or persons who are able to satisfy the Committee that they are interested 
in Radio Art, or who in their opinion are persons whose Me mbership is 
desirable in the interests of the Amateur Experimenter. 

The" Bulletin " is published by amateurs for amateurs.  The Section 
is the body recognised by the British Postmaster-General as being repre-
sentative of the aims and objects of the experimenter.  Through its agency 
great concessions have been obtained in the matter of licences in the past. 
We have members in every corner of the earth, and we welcome inquiries 
from prospective Members at all times.  A bona fide interest in experi-
mental Radio work is the only essential qualification. 

LIST OF BRITISH AREAS AND AREA OFFICERS. 
SCOTTISH AREA. 

Area Manager J. WYLLIE, Esq. (5YG), 105, Mossgiel Road, Newlands, Glasgow. 
Consisting of the whole of Scotland, including the Hebrides, Orkney Islands, Skye, and the other 
smaller islands on the coast of Scotland, the boundary on the South being formed by the River 
Tweed and the Cheviots. The town of Berwick is included in the Scottish Area. 

NORTH BRITAIN AREA. 
Area Manager : S. R. WRIGHT, Esq., A.M.I.R.E. (2DR), 14, Bankfield Drive, Nab Wood, Shipley, 

Yorks. 
Consisting of the Counties of Northumberland, Cumberland, Westmorland, Durham, Yorkshire, 
Lancashire, Lincoln, Nottingham, Derby, Cheshire, and the Isle of Man. 

MID-BRITAIN AREA. 
Area Manager: CAPTAIN H. J. B. HAMPSON (6JV), 477, Earlham Rise, Norwich. 

Consisting of the Counties of Shropshire, Leicester, Rutland, Cambridge, Huntingdon, Northamp-
ton, Warwick, Worcester, Hereford, Stafford. 

SOUTH-EAST BRITAIN. 
Area Manager: F. A. MAYER, Esq. (2LZ), " Stilemans," Wickford, Essex. 

Consisting of the Counties of Essex, Suffolk, Bedford, Oxford, Hants, Sussex, Hertford, 
Buckingham, Berkshire, Hampshire, Surrey, Kent, Middlesex, and the Isle of Wight. 

SOUTH-WEST BRITAIN. 
Area Manager: Captain G. Courtinay Price, " R" Signals (2 OP), 2, St. Annes Villas, Hewlett 

Road, Cheltenham. 
Consisting of the Counties of Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Dorset, Wilts, Gloucester, and the 
Scilly Isles. 

LONDON AREA. 
Area Mancger: G. A. EXETER (6YK), 142, Campden Hill Road, W.8. 

Area : 25 miles of Charing Cross. 
NORTHERN IRELAND. 

Area Manager : F. R. NEILL, Esq. (5NJ), " Chesterfield," Whitehead, near Belfast, Co:Antrim. 
SOUTHERN IRELAND. 

Area Manager : COLONEL M. J. C. DENNIS, C.B., Fortgranite, Baltinglass, Co. Wicklow. 
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Devoted to the Interests of the Radio /Iineiteur Experimenter. 

THE INC. RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, 
53, Victoria Street, S.W.1 

HON. EDIT( )R : 
J. A. J. Cooper, GRAD.I.E.E., A.M.I.R.E., F.R.S.A. ((i5-rp) 

EDITORIAL COMMITTEE: 
II. Bevan Swift, A.M.I.E.E. (G2TI), Chairman.  Gerald Marcuse (G2NM), Secretary. 

R. L. Royle (G2W J). 

ADVERTISING MANAGER: 
A. Hambling, A.A1.I.R.E., (G2MK). 

QRA. SECTION: 
C. A. jamblin (613T). 

BANKERS: 
Messrs. Lloyds Bank, Ltd., 6, Pall Mall, SAVA 

The EDITOR will be glad to receive articles and illustrations within the scope of the 
BULLETIN.  The illustrations should preferably be double size and should be original. 
Contributions should be addressed to 53, Victoria Street, S.11.1., and marked 

EDITORIAL, Al DVERTISEMENTS, Etc. 

5U155CUIPTION RATES 
The T. & R. BULLETIN IS SENT POST FREE TO ALL T. j; R. MEMBERS. 

The price to non-members is 1.11 post free per single copy.  Non-members may obtain 
the Bulletin by ordering each copy singly in advance.  The Editorial Committee 

reserves the right to refuse copies to non-members if so disposed. 

RDVEIZTI5EMENT DATE.3 
Rates for display advertisements will be sent post free on application.  Small adver-
tisements are charged for at the rate of ld. per u ord or a minimum charge of 216. 

C1 ACULATI O N  2,000  COPIES. 
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L E S LI E 

A Boon and Free Gift. 
"HEAR  EASYI"  RUBBER 
HEADPHONE PADS. Light, soft 
and comfy. Shut out noises; are 
a boon to Crystal and DX Listen-
ers. List 2, -. SALE 64. per pair. 
All New. (inc pair FREE to any 
BLIND B.C.L. HOSPITALS. One 
pair Free for each pair ordered. 

10,000 in stock, 

" VI O LI N A  The Perfect Loud  66 
Speaker  at Last  VI O LI N A " 

We have acquired the stock of a Won-
derful New Hornless Loud Speaker. 

Ihis instrunwnt cots prist.-s a handsome cabinet on violin lines, the tup 
of which can be incorporated into any cabinet wireless sett the lid of 
the cabinet forming ttie loud -.--peaker.  1 t can also be used as. a separate 
instrument as illustrated, 
The  " VIOLINA "  Loud  OUR  05  With Reed Reproducer 
Speaker de Luxe in beauti-  PRICE as  and Cord. 
tul polished mahogany or  List Price  Packing ana Lary iage 

walnut.  £5  5 0  in U.K. 5:- Extra. 

M1CRO•AMPS 
20 AMPS 

The DIX-ONEMETER 

" VIOLINA " only 
10,6 

New DE LUXE 
M ODEL 

IS NO W THE RECOGNISED RADIO STANDARD. 
111611E8'f GRADE  —  LOWEsT PRICE. 

M2I.0LOIVIDOVLT0LTTSo The ingenious system of Multipliers at 6;6 enables full scale readings of any value to be made 
over an enormous range.  For instance the DIX-ONEMETER will measure signals on a 

50 OHMS TO Crystal Set, Grid Valve Current or a large Battery Current uith equal ease and accuracy. 
50 MEGOHMS E.M.F. from a millivolt to 2,000 volts or the  alus of Resistam(-F, bctsvuen 50 ohms and 

50 megobrns can easily be re-ad on the clear scale with fine knife•edge pointer and reflecting 
WITH  mirror. The resiitance of the 100 volt range is 50,000 ohms, as nearly electrostatic as a 
ONE  moving coil instrument can be. 

THE DIX-ONEMETER is The Rolls Royce of Radio! 
METER DO NOT TAKE A FORD arrangement of a meter on a board, a clock band pointer and a 

fuzzy scale for your important readings. 

THE SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE DIX-ONEMETER ARE: — 
(1) Is absolutely Dead Beat. 
(2) Has Safety Contact Key. 
(3) Anti-Parallax Dial Mirror. 
(4) High Grade Sapphire Bearings 
(5) Front Zero Adjuster. 
(6) Full Scale Current only 2 m.a. 
PRICES : " DIX-ONEMETER," in case, reading 0-2 milliamps, 40 microarnps. per div., 0-100 

millivolts, 5511-
FOR MULTIPLIERS:  Current, all ranges, Milliamperes to 20 amps.,  each  6 6 

Voltage, all ranges To 100 616  To 150 7/6  To 200 9:-  To 250 10/6 To 300 11 - 
To 500 16 6  To 750 27:-  To 1,000 36 '-  To 1,500 57f- To 2,000 74/-

Cues, with base, for 4 multipliers, 41-

M O N  &  C o., 21 8,  Upper Thames Street, London, E C. 4. 

Parrs Ad. 

PRICES 

(7) Internal Resistance, 500 
ohms per volt. 

(8) Sausitivity, 100 Milli-
volts. 

(9) Knife-edge Needle and 
Double Scale. 

(10) Accuracy  to British 
Engineering Standards 
for first-grade instru-
ments. 

(11) Polished  Bakelite 
Base. 

A 

 l Ikk •=0, 

PRICES OF UN NIO UNTED CRYSTALS. 

Cir-
cuit. 

A 
A 
13 

5 mm. to 
Cut.  34 mm. .. 

50 -  
T  
N  30 -  326 

30 -  326 
25 -  276 
25 -  276 
20 -  226 
20 -  226 

NOTE. —N cut 

N cut 

A. HINDERLICH, 

T cut 

11 mm.  I milk 

65 - 
50 - 
34 - 
34 - 

24 - 
24 - 

11 1 0, 

60 - 
35 - 
35 -  40 -  60 - 

25 - 
25 - 

.11 11•1 

30 - 
30 - 

40 - 
44) - 

105 nictres per mm.  I cut 150 milt -s per film. 

Lxtra for adjustment of A — 
A -- 20 to A  10  + 
A -t- 1 to A  2.5% 
A +0.2 to A 0.1  + 50% 
Extra fnr mininting  200"„ 

XAMPLES 

Statioli A  hemeen 161 and 162 metres, 
Quartz HT 14 nun.  . •  •  •  34, - 
Adiustment between 162 and lfili 

0-0 .. 

• 

•  • •  I 

Station A $S.7 metre. 
Quartz DN 1 II1111. 
Adjustment between 8829 and N4.8 

"T 50 % • 

•  •  • 

I  • 

37 f; 

1, Lechmere Road, London, N. W.2. 
England - •11111• •••• •• ••,.. •• =1 ..• 
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We Complain. 

NIOW, everybody, we are going to complain, just 
by way of a change in the scheme of things. 
The official "woufhong" is being taken 

from its cupboard and is in process of dusting up 
for a regular round of strolling of those people who 
simply cannot keep to their proper wavelength on 
the short waves.  We have had many complaints 
about this, and it seems that the evil is increasing. 
We naturally wonder why it is that the amateur 

cannot steer his gear into the proper place; we 
wonder is it that he has not got a properly calibrated 
wavemeter ? On many occasions we have heard 
one or two stations slopping about all over the 
spectrum.  A radio transmitter in the hands of a 
man who does not know how to tune it to the 
proper place is like a field gun in the hands of a 
novice, it is a common danger, and as such it 
must be stamped out.  So look out, those whom W e 
have in mind ; we do not want to be rough, but 
if we have to, you cannot say that you were not 
warned.  Don't blame us if you get into diffi-
culties with H.Q. over this matter in a week or so 
if this notice is not heeded. 

That Convention. 
Another complaint.  Last issue we aske;I for 

some ideas about the projected Convention, and 
we have had a few but so scanty a number that we 
are wondering whether you want a convention this 
year.  In view of the paucity of ideas we are ping 
to place two or three before you.  First, do you 
think that you would like the Convention to 1)._v 
held on the coast, say West, or East, so that members 
can enjoy their vacation at some watering-place, 
or do you want it somewhere in the Midlands. 
Would you like it to be held in London ? We have 
had suggestions to hold it to synchronise with 
the exhibition again as last year, as many members 
seem to like the idea of killing two birds with one 
stone.  By the way, we are booking a special 
stand at the exhibition to show " ham" gear this 
war in addition to our ordinary stand.  We hope 

Vol. 2. No. 9. 

that we shall get sufficient support from the trade 
in this matter. 
Alio, we propose to hold an initiation ceremony 

of candidates for the Ancient Order of Trans 
Atlantic Brasspounders.  There must be many 
members who are eligible for the Order, so role up 
in your thousands, all of you. but for goodness' sake 
let us know what you want and do not leave it 
until the week of the show and then complain 
that it is not all you would desire.  Also what 
about that idea of a charge for the Convention alone 
of one guinea ? Let us know what you want 
while you have time ; in a few weeks it will be 
too late. 

Labour Saving Devices! 
kVith the growth Of the BULLETIN we have t() 

make more definite rules for the guidance of various 
contributors for we have to save both time and 
paper so far as possible.  Moreover, the period is. 
fast approaching when we shall be publishing a 
larger quantity of technical matter such as the 
Proceedings of the Society, and we hope that in 
many cases we shall be able to give fully illustrated 
reports of the excellent papers which are read from 
time to time at the Institute of Electrical Engineers, 
London.  Also we are expecting to enlarge the 
BULLETIN slightly and to embody more technical 
articles on various radio matters contributed either 
as papers to be read or as articles for our pages. 
In view of these circumstances we have outlined. 

a number of rules for contributors to Traffic Reports,. 
Correspondence and Calls Heard on their respective 
pages and by these means we hope to be able ta 
m Ike these services the more interesting to all 
members and at the same time to save those 
reiponsible. for the BULLETIN a considerable amount 
of time.  Will " CQ, " please help by observing 
these simple rules ? 

Ourselves and Advertisers. 
Members must appreciate that their subscriptions 

at.present only defray a small proportion of the cost 
of the BULLETIN, and that the remainder of the 
money has to be found through the medium of 
itieli%)-ertisements appearing in our columns. Obviously. 
advertisers do not pay for the insertion (if their ad-
vertisements merely. for the pleasure of it, and 
members are asked, whenever it is possible t do so, 
to trade only with advertisers and mention this 
magazine. 
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Station Design at 
G6NT. 

W HERE experimental work is to be undertaken 
which necessitates the frequent change of 
components, etc., there can be no doubt that 

the table lay-out is the most convenient.  There 
is one objection, however, unless care iA taken in 
wiring up there is a great danger from short-
circuits.  The writer remembers an occasion when 
a visit was paid to an amateur station which 
favoured this form of lay-out.  The mode of wiring 
must have been inspired from a drawing by a 
great artist who is well known for his sketches on 
remote mechanical control.  The operator desired 
to alter a variable condenser which was located 
beneath a number of wires.  The wiring was skil-
fully negotiated by his hand, but his sleeve hap-
pened to push two wires into closer proximity than 
the P.D. between them would stand.  The result 
was a blinding flash accompanied by a cloud of 
smoke, and. all the lights went out in the house ! 
The writer has tried practically every form of 

station design for both ()RP and (..iR0 trans-
mitters.  After concrete ideas had been formed 
as to suitable conditions, the most convenient 
system found for a 250 watt transmitter is that 
shown on the right of Fig. 1. No research work 

should be undertaken without being able to place a 
measuripg instrument in every circuit, and in the 
table lay-out this takes up a lot of room.  If the 
table be inverted in the form of an upright panel a 
considerable ciconomy in space will result, and a 
great deal of the wiring can be done behind the 
board. 

Where rectified A.C. is to be used the panel may 
be conveniently divided into two halves,  the 
rectifier and the oscillator, and if telephony is de-
sired a modulator panel may be included, together 
with an amplifier.  The modulator panel is best 
built separately, then it can be suitably placed to 
minimise induction effects, and it can be coupled 
to any other transmitter if necessary. 

The framework of the panel is made up of square 
section wood 1 by 14 inches, to which is screwed 
matchboarding where desired.  The back of the 
panel has two shelves for the reception of smoothing 
condensers and transformers, etc.  The left side 
of the panel has the necessary condensers and 
inductances for the oscillator, which is a Mullard 
0;250.  The right side is the rectifier panel which 
employs two Marconi M.R.1 valves for full-wave 
rectification.  When the rectifier is made in the 
form of a complete unit as suggested it is an easy 
matter to switch the H.T. supply over to another 
set. 
In the other photograph may be seen a 5-watt set 

which is built on a baseboard 9 ins. by 12 ins. 
and is an amusing comparison with its larger 
brother.  Keying the positive  H.T.  is 
accomplished in this small set without 
chirp even with a low impedance valve of 
the P.M. type, by working right at the 
bottom of the characteristic curve.  The 
note has been compared to crystal-control. 

In Fig. 2 can be seen another form of 
transmitter.  It is situated in front of the 
window, and consists of an experimental 
crystal controlled set for 45, 90 and 140 
metres using 50 watts from the rtctifier 
panel.  This set used to be operated with a 
Mullard DFA8 in the first stage with a 
1)040 as an amplifier.  It has been found 
possible to control the 1)040 direct with a 
much greater efficiency.  For this purpose 
a crystal that is not perfect for a drive 
circuit has been found quite suitable.  The 
circuit is the usual tuned anwle, tuned grid 
arrangement with the crystal placed across 
the grid circuit.  Some crystals have been 
found to control on a number of different 
wave-lengths.  In the same way a crystal is 
found to give a' number of resonance clicks 
when placed between the grid and filament 
of a receiver. 

The H.F. components of the circuit are 
mounted on the top shelf of the framework 
while the L.F. or modulator components 
are on the lower shelf.  Choke-control was 
employed for a time, and to give sufficient 
modulation  two  D040's were  used  in 
parallel, which were fed from a sub-modu-
lator.  Grid-absorption control is now used 
and gives quite as good quality when the 
oscillator is crystal controlled.  The best 
results were obtained with two DFA7's 
in parallel using a DFA6 as sub-modulator. 
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With an ordinary carbon microphone a single 
modulator valve is sufficient. 
In conclusion, it may be mentioned that the 250-

watt transmitter is operated by remote control 
from the room beneath, where a second short-wave 
receiver is installed.  This arrankement has proved 
invaluable during the cold winter months when it 
is almost impossible to heat the wireless room to a 
comfortable temperature.  In addition, many of 
what might have been wasted attempts to com-
municate with Australasia have been saved by 
listening-in on the remote receiver.  If the con-
ditions were bad the writer would compose himself 
again to slumber, and perhaps dream that com-
munication  was  being  established  with  M irs 
with a 1 volt Leclanche cell as H ST.! 

11G. 2. 

Strays. 
Readings on the H. W.A., where QRP is con-

cerned, are often so small in the aerial that diffi-
culty is experienced in seeing any movement at 
all.  Where an earth is employed, put the H. W.A. 
in the earth circuit, when it will be noted that a 
considerably higher reading N obtained.  This 
applies to Hartley, R.F.B., and Armstrong circuits 
on actual test.  A22C. 

G2BZT, Mr. G. G. Livesey, of Stourton Hall, 
Horncastle, Lincs., is now working on indoor 
aerial with 0-V-2 and is constructing a super-
heterodyne for the short waves to investigate this 
type of receiver on the high frequencies.  He 
reports also that DX reception has not been good 
recently, and that he heard A5 JA establish his 
first G ()SO with G5XY last month. 

FILAMENT 

TRANSFORMER 

FOR RECTIFIER 

SIDE VIEW OF PECTIFIER PANEL 

FIC7 3 

Stray. 
W. Proctor Wilson (2YQ) informs us that his 

QRA is now 54, Princes Avenue, Finchley, N.3. 
C.Q., please note in Call Book. 

Your Article Please? 
• 

3 
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The Moon's Influence on Radio. 
Some Further Tests. 

SHANNON. F.R.S.A. (5PX) (5C(i). 

IN the August (192(i) number of " Experimental Wireless " the Editor published an  account 
of some experiments I conducted to examine 

and determine the effect of the moon on the 
propagation of radio waves. 
It will be remembered by those who read the 

article that I stated I was engaged on some further 
tests of this nature, using more sensitive receiving 
apparatus and more accurate signal measuring 
devices. 
This series of experiments being concluded, I 

propose herewith to give an account of same. 
Briefly, the results of the first tests showed in 

each case a rise in signal strength as the moon 
inclined to the full —the zero point (0 signal 
strength being when the moon was invi,ible. Le., 
when it is between the earth and the sun. 
The new series of experiments I have just con-

cluded confirm the earlier tests, as will be seen 
by reference to the appended graphs of the new 
tests. 
These present graphs have been prepared by a 

much more accurate method of recording than the 
earlier tests, and this ile W method I am about to 
describe will, I feel sure, be of great interest to my 
readers. 
It will be remembered the earlier tests were taken 

on the transmissions from KDKA, East Pitts-
burg, on 64 metres. 
After careful consideration I decided to carry 

out the new tests on the transmission from one of 
the Britkil stations.  The final selection I made 
was Bournemouth.  I would explain the reason 
for this choice is that Bournemouth has always 
appeared to be rather a variable station, and I 
thought this might add to the interest of the test, 
and would help to prove if there is anything in the 
hypothesis of radio and the lunar influence. 
There was another reason for the choice of a 

British station, this being the shorter distance 
between the transmission and my receiver, and I 
anticipated that this would he a more severe test, 
owing to the shorter distance being less susceptible 
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to large changes in sighal strength. and I feel that 
my choice was justified, as the curves of reception 
still show the distinct rise of strength at full moon. 
I will now describe the apparatus used in the new 

experiments. 
In the early experiments on EDNA I used a 

simple .one-valve circuit, with Reinhertz reaction, 
followed by two stages of L.F. amplification. 
In these latest tests a six-valve super-heterodyne 

receiver was used, consisting of a combined os-
cillator and first detector followed by four stages of 
intermediate  frequency  amplification,  and  the 
second detector. 
A very rigidly constructed frame aerial was 

employed for reception.  In •the anede circuit of 
the second detector valve a mirror galvanometer 
was inserted_  The light beam from this galvo. 
instead of being focused on to a ground glass 
screen as in the previous experiments, was in this 
case focused into the lens of the camera, this 
again  being focused in the camera on to the. 
focusing screen, where it showed as a tiny intense 
spot of light about 1- Hit h in. (ham. A mask wa.: then 
prepared from black paper which covered the 
focusing screen.  In  this mask a slit  was cut 
1-16th in. wide and the full length of the screen. 
As the galvo was allowed to swing, the light spot 
travelled along the slit in the ma-,k. 
When all this was working satisfactorily, the 

set was then switched off, also the galvo lamp., 
and a photographic plate was put in the camera 
instead of the focusing screen.  The galvo was 
set at zero with the set switched on, zero being 
when the light spot was at one end of the focusing 
screen. 
When the cariier wave of the station to be 

received comes on, the galvo swings, and the 
light spot travels along the photographic plate. thus 
exposing it, the apparatus i kit switched on for 
half an hour, during this time the light sr.)ot may 
move about a little, but the highest reading is 
automatically recorded by exposing the portion 
of the plate over which it travels. 
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(The camera and galvo have, of course, to be 
completely screened from any outside source of 
light, otherwise the whole strip of exposed plate 
will be fogged.  The screening is best done by 
having a black lined box which will tit over the 
camera and galvo, the bottom edges of the box 
where they rest on the bench should be lined with 
strips of black velvet, or the room may be illumi-
nated by a ruby lamp, provided, of course, that no 
light from the valves is visible in the room.) 
In my own apparatus the set is automatically 

switched on and off at the beginning and end of 
half an hour by an electric clock. 
These clock‘; keep perfect time when correctly 

adjusted, and can therefore be relied upon to 
switch the set on and off at exactly the same 
time each day.  All that one has to do is to take 
out the expused plate after each hall hour period 
and insert a fresh one. 
I should say that the light on the galvo is also 

controlled from the clock, so that all you have 
to do if you are taking a nightly reading during 
the lunar month is to take out the exposed plate 
and insert a new one each day. 
When you have developed the plate you will 

find it clear except for a strip 1-16th in. wide; the 
length of this strip on various plates alters with 
the received signal strength. 
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Now comes the preparation of the 
graph from these Plates. 
This is done on what is known as 

millimetre  squared  graph  paper, 
which can be obtained in pads from 
any instrument maker or firm who 
sell draughtsman's supplies.  Then 
YOU have to obtain a glass rule, split 
up into a millimetre scale, this scale 
is printed into the glass in dark 
lines and figures.  This also can he 
obtained from any good instrument 
maker for 2s. 6d. 
The plate to be measured is laid 

on a piece of white paper, and the 
glass rule is placed over the part 
where the black line is. 
I should have mentioned that a 

full scale deflection of the galvo light 
spot on the plate should be arranged 
to travel over a length of 10 cm. 

We will assume the first plate measured shows a 
line of 4 c.m in length; this is entered on the 
graph paper at 4.  The next plate is then measured 
and entered and so forth, until you have taken the 
complete set of plates for one lunar month. 
Twenty-eight plates are required. 
It is rather an expensive method of recording 

signal strength, but it has the advantage that 
great accuracy is obtained. 
Figs. 1 and 2 show two graphs obtained by this 

method. 
Fig. 3 shows the complete circuit arrangement of 

the receiver and recording apparatus. 
Of course the clock  may be dispensed with, 

and hand switch control used, but the electric 
clock gives an accurate time period within the 
fraction of a second  per day, including all the 
metres, etc., and the galvanometer arrangement, 
the description of which is as follows : — 
The first  valve functions as the supersonic 

oscillator and first rectifier. then comes the intei 
mediate amplifier, consisting of four stages, fol-
lowed by the second rectifier, in the anode of which 
is inserted the galvonometer circuit ; this is again 
followed by a two-stage audio frequency amplifier 
to allow the signals to be listened to on a loud 
speaker if desired, although this feature of the 
arrangement may be omitted if desired. 

It will be noted 
here that  the 
second rectifier is 
an entirely separ-
ate  circuit,  and 
has its Own H.T. 
and L.T. supply, 
also its own set 
of  meters,  plate 
millia mp meter, 
plate voltmeter, 
filament volt and 
ampmeters.  In 
fact,  it  is  a 
separate little re-
ceiver deriving its 
signal  current 
from the  super-
sonic unit. 
The functioning 

of  this  circuit 
is as  follows : 
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By careful adjustment of S. the current fed through 
R.2 to G. in one direction can be approximately 
balanced against the plate current in the opposite 
direction, so that a very small galvo can be brought 
to zero by fine adjustment of C.  Any variation of 
C. or I. will then displace the galvo several divisions ; 
same applies to any alteration of R.1. 
The great advantage of this method is, it ensures 

great accuracy and a minimum of signal strength 
to operate it. 
The circuit. I think. is self-explanatory, so I do 

mit propose to describe it in detail, but I suggest 
that only the very best makes of apparatus be 
used.  The actual set I used on this test was built 
up from the McMica.el super-heterodyne kit.  The 
valves used were B.5 11.T. if, except the two low-
frequency amplifiers, which were B.6 13.T. it. type; 
of course, P ny good make of valve is suitable, but 
it is advisable to use valves of good repute, par-
ticularly if they are of the dull emitter type, as I 
am sure by now my readers must have realised 
the absolute necessity of securing the utmost 
stability in the arrangement.  As stated in my 
previous article, it is very necessary to secure all 
the apparatus to the test bench in the most rigid 
manner possible, * and also when the apparatus 
is actually in operation one should not go too near 
to it. owing to the danger of body capacity affecting 
the signal reading : this, of course, is not so likely 
on the broadcast band of wave-lengths, as on the 
ultra short wave band on which the previous 
experiments were made. 
Before concluding there are one or two other 

suggestions I would like to make with regard to 
.outer terrestrial bodies influencing the transmission 
.and reception of radio waves. 
The first is that besides the lunar influence the 

'other planets may have some additional effect. 

For instance, during the winter of 1924 and 
1925 reception  from the American stations was 
.on the whole very good, hut during the past winter, 
1925-26, reception from across the Atlantic has 
been very indifferent. 
It has been suggested that the present period 

of le sunspots " is the c!use, hut I am inclined to 
disagree with this hypothesLs, because at the time 
of writing (September and October, 1926) reception 
from American stations is quite good, and " sun-
spots l a  are very active at the moment, and I 
suggest as an alternative to the  sunspot " hypo-
thesis of poor reception last winter the planetary 
disposition hypothesis. i.e., that during this par-
ticular period the position  of  the  planets  in 
conjunction with the lunar influence caused a 
greater deflection of the radio waves being pro-
pagated on the earth. 
It may be0 argued in opposition to this hypo-

thesis that the radio waves do not penetrate the so-
-called heaviside layer ; that may be so, hut it does 
not preclude the fact that gravitation does pene-
trate this ionised layer, and bend or distort wave,, 
which are being propagated from stations upon thi.: 
earth. 
To sum things up, if the moon at a distance of 

some 240,000 miles can affect radio transmissions 
upon this earth, which, according to my observa-

• All meter readingt. should be c.becked each day and should 
register the voltagts and currents used at the commencement 
of the tests. This iS extremely important as any variation will 
give a false reading. 

tions, it undoubtedly does, then a body such as 
Neptune, even at a distance of 2,000,000,000 miles, 
could also have some influence, particularly if it 
happened to be in conjunction with other planets. 
( )I course, I do not imagine the influence would 

be anything like so great as that of the lunar orb 
owing to its comparative nearness to the  earth 
(240,000 miles), in fact, it would be very minute, or as 
compared with the nearest planet (40,1)00,000 miles 
odd), but I feel sure if the moon has the influence 
which my observations indicate, the other members 
of the solar system will surely contribute their 
influence to a certain degree, and this will probably 
account for certain descriptions and unaccountable 
phenomena at present. 
There is another hypothesis which may account 

for the marked change in signal strength during 
the lunar month, but I wish it to be clearly under-
stood that what I am about to say is pure hYP0-
thesis, but it may give rise to further thought on 
this subject.  It is this : In Einstein's theory of 
relativity he says there is no such thing as gravita-
tion as expounded by Newton, instead (according 
to Einstein) every kind of matter distorts the 
ether around itself, and causes it to heap up or 
form creases or ridges (mountains if you like) in 
the ether, which cause the body of matter to follow 
a certain definite path (that is, they are held in 
position in space by the crease they cause in the 
ether, and not, as Newton says, by mutual attrac-
tion to each other).  I can only explain it very 
roughly here as the theory is very abstruse, as it is 
difficult to explain  without going deeply into 
mathematics, and I wish to avoid these in this 
article, but the rough description will serve my 
purpose.  Well, to continue,  given this takes 
place and a body creases or distorts the ether in 
its own vicinity, could we not assume that two 
bodies as near together as are the Earth and the 
Moon, and constantly changing their positions in 
relation to each other, cause quite a considerable 
and complicated amount and form of ether dis-
tortion (1 mean the complicated form of  ridges 
or mountains caused by each other might overlap 
and mix in the orbits of each other  the Earth 
and \loon). 
Now comes my Point.  If this is so, and radio 

wave propagation uses the ether for the medium 
of transit from place to place, is it not likely the 
changing distorts in the ether which carries these 
ether waves would be likely to cause things to 
happen to these said waves ; for instance, if (as 
Einstein says) a kind of ridge or mountain of ether, 
in the ether, is formed by a body of matter (for 
example, the Moon and Earth), it might be possible 
in certain positions of the Moon's relation to the 
Earth cause radio waves in the ether in the direct 
proximity of the earth to travel up and down and 
over a mountain in the ether around the Earth 
(but caused by the Moon) and the ether path would 
consequently be lengthened (this would reduce 
the received signal strength owing to it having to 
travel a greater distance than if it had traversed a 
direct line from point to point). 

Whereas in another position of the Moon's 
relation to the Earth the mountain or ridge of 
ether may not be in the direct (ether) path between 
certain given stations, and the ether distance from 
one to the other would therefore be shorter; this 
in turn would give increased signal strength in 
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the receiver than if the wave had had to pass over 
or around the ridge. 
Of course, in considering this hypothesis, it 

must not be forgotten that Einstein says the ether 
is not necessary to his mathematical calculations, 
but there is much dispute at the present time 
among scientists as to the existence of such a 
medium as the ether, and there are very strong 
arguments for and against. 
However, as I have already stated. I only advance 

this hypothesis as a possible explanation of this 
particular period fading which definitely takes 
place according to my own observations and tests, 
as the Moon revolves around the Earth. 
I have very carefully checked the observations 

many times and found them to follow the same 
routine from time to time, which to my mind leaves 
no doubt that they are caused by lunar influence 
in some way, whatever it may eventually he found 
to be, but even if Einstein can do without the ether 
hypothesis in his calculations, 11 in my humble 
opinion, prefer to believe at present that it does 
exist, and that it is the only solution to many 
of the electrical phenomena we observe, and cannot 
at present, at any rate, account for in any other 
Wit V. 

In conclusion, I append a few extracts from my 
laboratory note books which I have collected 
from time to time, which I think help to confirm 
the hypothesis set out in the foregoing notes. 

EXTRACT No. 1. 
" Thermion," writing in " Amateur Wireless " 

for January 17, 1925, says : " During the past 
week I noticed that reception was exceptionally 
good from the American broadcasting station‘;." 
NOTE.  Iii this case the Moon mrai full on 

January 10, 1925.  As " Amateur Wireless " is 
published on 17th, he would be writing his notes 
about the time of the full moon. 

EX-TRACT No. 2.----From " Popular Radio," Oct. 94, 
page 420. 

" DOES MOONLIGHT AFFECT RADIO ? 
" According  to  the  American  Radio  Relay 

League there has been some evidence in the course 
of long wave tests with transatlantic telegraphy 
that radio transmission is better at times of full 
moon than at other times. 
" It is difficult to see any reason for this, but 

anything is possible in radio. 
" The League suggests that interested amatt urs 

make a Feries of careful observations, which is 
something that certainly ought to be done." 

EXTRACT No. 3. 
Feb. 8, 1925.  Night of Full Moon. 
Moon eclipsed from 8.8 p.m. G.M.T. to II 
p.m. G.M.T. 

Greatest phase at 9.42 p.m. G.M.T. 
" 8.40 p.m. G.M.T. I noticed signal strength 

became reduced up to time of totality: immediately 
after 9.42 signal strength commenced to increase; 
at 10 p.m. signals appeared to be normal and great 
strength was observed on 21-iD, SIT, 61iM (and 
French posts and telegraphs--from North Wales). 
" Reception during the eclipse was on the whole 

very erratic and rather a large amount of fading 
was observed on various stations, especially 2B1) 
(Aberdeen)." 

EXTRACT No.  4.  From a letter in ‘̀ Wireless 
Weekly," December 16, 1925. 

To the Editor. 
Sir,  I have had such excellent results with the 

low loss short wave two-valve circuit fully des-
cribed in " Wireless Weekly" for November 19, 
1924, by Percy W. Harris, Nil R.E., that I feel 
I must write and tell you how pleased I am with it. 
On the evening of November 28, at 11.20 p.m., 

I received  KDKA  on  63  metres  (4762 KO 
without the slightest trouble, loud and clear as 
crystal, and not a trace of atmospherics or morse. 
This, by the way, was on a beautiful moonlight 

night.  The programme which they gave came 
through splendidly and without distortion. 
Mr. David Rennie, one of the Westinghouse 

officials, gave a talk on " Learning a Trade." and 
following this was a talk by an Indian orator.  It 
was now 12.28 a.m. 
The next item was the children's corner, and I 

switched off after a most interesting hour with 
KDKA. 

• 

(Signed)  J. J. McCoNocHl E, 
London, N.9. 

N.B.  There was more of this letter to follow, 
but on subjects having no bearing on the objects of 
this article. 
It will be noted that Mr. McConochie received 

KDKA on the night of Nov. 28. 
In this case the moon was full on November 30 

at 8.11 a.m.  This, I think, is a very good example, 
and still further increases the proof of my hypo-
thesis. 
I have a large number of other examples which 

I could quote, but I think the foregoing are sufficient 
for the present purpose. 
And I think the few notes will be of help and use 

to other experimenters who are endeavouring to 
further the art of radio science. 
Since writing these notes I have taken a month's 

readings on the tuning note from the Daventry 
station's 10.30 a.m. transmission, and the same 
rise and fall in strength takes place.  This reading 
was taken with a Weston galvanometer reading 
0-30, and shows variations of strength between 7 
and 25 during the lunar month, although, by 
listening to the note upon the loud speaker no 
appreciable difference in strength can be observed. 
These experiments were all conducted at my 
laboratory in North Wales. 

The Polarization of 
Wireless Waves, 
By MARCUS G. ScROGME, B.Sc. 

A
GuOD deal of attention has recently been 
devoted by both professionals and amateurs 
to short wave aerials which radiate in a 

rather dillerent manner to the type which is 
commonly used.  The horizontal Hertz is the 
best known example.  In discussing the action of 
these a clear idea of certain aspects of radiation is 
necessary, and particularly an understanding of 
what is meant by polarization of waves.  This 
phenomenon is well known in the study of optics, 
but the practical radio man sometimes has a little 
difficulty in grasping exactly what is meant when 
it is explained in precise scientific terms.  It may 
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help, therefore, to take a homely illustration, in 
the shape of a child playing with a long rope.  If 
the end of the rope is shaken rapidly up and down, 
.waves will travel outwards along it, and these 
waves will be in a vertical plane, that is to say, 
every little particle of the rope will move up and 
.down in a regular manner, though, of course, when 
.one small section is moving up another further 
down may be moving down.  This alternation of 
movement takes place at intervals of half a wave-
length all along the rope.  It is important to 
notice that it is the waves that are moving along, 
not the rope.  This gives an illustration of what 
happens when oscillatory currents flow in a vertical 
aerial.  These may be likened to the child's hand, 
and just as the hand cannot move without setting 
up a disturbance in the rope, so electric charges 
cannot alternate in the aerial without setting up 
disturbances in the ether.  In each case the waves 
are said to be vertically polarized because they set 
up disturbances in a vertical plane only.  But 
suppose the child waggles the rope from _side to 
side, horizontally polarized waves will be set up 
in it.  And if the end of the rope is moved at all 
ph)sible angles, sometimes vertically, sometimes 
horizontally, sometimes diagonally, equally dis-
tributed in all directions, the waves will be des-
cribed as  unpolarized.  The  point  to observe 
is that if the far end of the rope is free to move in 
one direction only, say vertically, it will be un-
affected  by  horizontally  polarized  waves  and 
affected most of all by vertically polarized waves. 
It is also clear that the wave may start off ver-
tically polarized and, being affected on the way, 
end up polarized in another plane. 
The whole of this may be applied to radiation 

from an aerial.  I I waves are radiated from a 
vertical aerial, and if they stiffer no alteration on the 
way, they cannot be received at all on a horizontal 
aerial, but the degree of reception is greater the 

(03-.)  L-er 

(d.) 

FIG-
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more nearly the receiving aerial approaches the 
vert ical. 
In the above explanation only electric waves 

have been referred to.  But it is a fundamental 
principle of electromagnetic radiation that simul-
taneously a ma.:;netic %rave is radiated, at right 
angles to the electric.  That is to say, if the electric 
wave is vertically polarized, the magnetic. must be 
horizontally. and vice versa.  So a little ambiguity 
arises in describing the polarization of an electro-
magnetic wave.  As the term is borrowed from 
optics, one naturally enquires what is the custom 
in that science.  l'nfortunatelv, the matter was 
settled before the true nature of light had been 
made known, and just as was the case in settling 
which was " positive  and wriich was " negative " 
in the case of electricity, the pioneers made a bad 
shot, for it became the convention to refer to the 
plane of what is now known as the magnetic wave 
in specifying polarization.  As the electric wave 
is the more fundamental of the two, and the 
magnetic wave is the by-product, so to speak, it 
would have been more logical to decide otherwise. 
Strictly speaking, therefore, one should describe 
the waves from a vertical aerial as horizontally 
polarized, but. as this is apt to lead to confusion 
in the mind of one approaching the question from 
the radio point of view, and as numerous eminent 
authorities can be quoted for precedent, the writer 
proposes to use the unconventional but logical 
method of referring the plane of polarization to 
the electric wave, which is in the same plane as the 
aerial responsible for its existenee. 
A vertically polarized radiation can be repre-

sented diagramatically by a vertical line, and 
horizontal by a horizontal line, but waves may be 
somewhere between these two extremes, e.g., they 
may be exclusively at an angle of 45 deg. (see 
Fig. lc), or strongeA horizontally but still partly 
vertical (1 4  The latter is called elliptical polariza-

tion.  Or they 
may be quite 
irregular (lc). the 
diameter of the 
figure at  any 
angle  indicating 
the  relative 
strength of radia-
tion at that angle. 
Now, suppose we 
_have  a vertical 
aerial  radiating 
long waves, say 
5,000  metres, 
they start off as 
in Fig.  la,  but 
are found at a 
distance to be as 
represented at 
The strongest 
signals will still 
be obtained on a 
vertical receiving 
aerial.  If waves 
of  below about 
100  metres  are 
radiated,  how - 
ever, the diagram 
for waves at a 

Contd. on page 26. 
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Condensers for Transmission 
Our range of Condensers for 1Iedium and 
Low Power Transmitters covers all normal 
requirements, and we shall he pleased at all 
times to advise those engaged in research as 
to the Types best suited to their needs. 
The AI' range, designed primarily for Anode 
Feed purposes, and the SW.1 F range, designed 
to operate in circuits where the wavelength 
is below 100 metres, have capacities between 
0.00005 NIF and 0.05 1F for working volt-
ages up to 6,00U D.C. 
As will be seen from the illustration (which 
nho ws a Type SWAF 750) these condensers 
are  enclosed  in  porcelain  containers. 
Adequate insulation is thus provided for the 
high potentials above earth at which the 
condensers will generally be required to 
operate. 
These condensers may be employed as high 
frequency by-pass condensers or as grid con-
densers for transmitters. 

The Type SWAI: are also suitable for 
use as Aerial Series Condensers, Oscilla-
tion Circuit Condensers, etc. • 

The prices for these condensers vary from 
35'- to 70/- according to the type required, 
and we shall also be pleased to quote for 
any  condensers  constructed  to meet 
special requirements. 

1:11IBILIER 
A.DVERT BEIIENT OF THE  DUBILIER  CONDENSER 

Co. (19426) LTD. 
DUCON WORKS,  VICTORIA  ROitto, N., ACTON  W. 

M C ..235 
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Station. 

GI-6Y W 

G-5HS 

GI-611U 

G-5Kt" 

C-2DR 

GI-5 W I ) 

(;\\'- 1913 

GC-6V0 

GI-5M0 

G-5 j X 

G-51.'M 

G-6TX 

G-51-IX 

t ue 

Re ort on November QR  Tests, 

Stations Worked. Stations 
Reporting. 

Best  Best 
QRB  QRB Average 
Worked. Report. QRK. 

8  8 FM-8PNIR, EAR-10,  U-2CV,J, PR-4SA  U-31  PR-4SA R-5 
17-3LW, C2AX, U-2M1), 

U-2CC(1, U-2AGQ,  ILT-3BQP, U-31. W, 
U-2BW  RIGA 

13-2A.NX, U-1ACI, 
U-1C1-1, 1.-1AK11, 
U-2G X, U-lUE 

(5  4 
U-SCC R. U- 1 AC I, 
U-1 \XA, U-3BQP 

3 1--1ASI -, U-2TP 

3  0 U-1CVJ, .'p')' 
I.A4-1S14: 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

C-3Ft7 LT-2GX V-DCR R4-5 
E-012 

Y-DCR, 

U-2BIR, U-SCCR Y-DCR R5 
Y-DCR, E-012 

C-3141, E-012  C-31zU  R4 
V-1BKE 

KC-2U 

RIGA 

17-1ABA 

KC-2U 

E-012 

U-ICV  --  R3 

I.- I XA KC-. 

U-2CVJ 

V-211D AlI m mimml• 

R3 

R3 

R4 

U-1.1YL.  RIGA R6 

Remarks. 

U-3LW reports 
hrd on 2 occa-
sions.  KC-2U 
and U-2MD re-
port R9 sigs. 

(U-42CV  - 

U-1AST U-1ABA R3 

1.-2M D KC-21 . IN  Sig. strength in 
both cases 

t.-1N W  R4 

I.A-1.1  E-012 

These results and the conclusions arrived at as the result of careful analysis and consideration were 
discussed by the T. & R. Committee on Wednesday, February 16, when the Chairman allotted stations in the 
following order of merit : 

1. 6Y W  .11R. ALLEN.  2. 511S  M R. SAMUEL. 3. 61‘117  M R. E. M EGA W. 
Members are asked to note than no correspondence, verbal or otherwise, can be entered into on the 

subject of the decision. 

Lo-wer Power Tests. 
45 METRES, NOVEMBER, 1926. 

Owing to the fact that certain investigations have had to be made, this report has been delayed, but 
such delay has been unavoidable. The report contains the actual result of the tests, and the stations enumerated 
have the best number of contacts and reports over 1,000 miles when working under the conditions of the 
experiments.  The amount of work entailed has been more than trebled owing to the fact that hardly more 
than three stations submitted their reports and log sheets in the same manner. The log sheets were issued to 
enable quick checking to be done, but apparently failed in this object.  There appeal-to to be dissatisfaction 
amongst members who did not receive log sheets. 

We should like to point out that every member who signified his intention of taking part in the tests 
received log sheets by post. 

It should be obvious th0 we cannot send things to those who do not intimate their desire to receive 
them "  • .  • 

About 92 stations sent in their names, but only 29 returned the log sheets.  This is unfortunate, as 
several stations have been reported on by checking stations, and the reports are valueless without confirmation. 

The beginning of the tests was marked by abnormally bad conditions, and little real " DX "  was done, 

Continued on page 16. 
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R.S.G. Meetings. 
R.S.G.B. FORMAL MEETINGS. 

ednesday, March 23. 
April 27. 
May 25. 
June 22. 

Jb 

R.S.G.B. (T. & H.) MEETINGS. 
Friday, March 18. 

April 22. 
May 20. 
June 17. 

All members may attend both sets of meetings. 
A syllabus is in course of preparation. 

I 0 

p 

QRA Section —Concluded from page 16. 
2A0T.— W. J. L. Parker-Ayers, 61, Carey Street, Lincoln's 

inn, W.C.2. 
2BCA.. •E. W. B. Briscoe, Home Lea, The Fordrough, Four 

Oaks, Sutton Coldtield, Birmingham. 
2AQ.--- H. Davis, 41, Hunter Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey. 
42FIJ.- K. E. B. Jay, " The Quinta." Elm Close, Amersham, 

Bucks. 
5\* X. —N. C. Smith, 117, Chesterton Road, Cambridge. 
6H V.- E. P. T. Miles, 7, Eynella Road, E. Dulwich, S.E 
OJA.• A. Jameson, 60, Clifton Road, Bangor, C. Down, Ulster. 

. A. McKinnon, 22, Medway Street, Chatham. 
6x P.. -I.. C. Snowden, "  Weybridge, Surrey.  ( Inf. 

R5VX). 
GWI5C. —R. Bryan Bates, Baltrasna, Ashbourne, Co. Meath, 

Irish Free State. 

Ii. ' I • 

CHANGE OF QRA. 
G. 

2BAX.—Now 3, Ambery Road, Huntingdon. 
5RT.- Now " Dorchester," Mile End Road, Colchester. 
5YG.- Now 31, Lubnaig Road, Newlands, Glasgow. 

CHANGE  CALL SIGN. 
G2AY13.----NOW G5YX. 
G2BMM.- Now G210. 
GI2BTT.- --Now GINA. 

G2AZD. 
K4MCA.- Now K4DB.N.  (Inf. L. L. Parry, T. & 
ICBGI.- Now ICAG1. 

QRA's WANTED. 
G5NA, G5W14, G6GB, G6WI., G6ZN, SWS, SSSMAX, GLQ, 

EIN, VGJL. 
(;6131-. 
e‘4.2, York Road, 
Bury, Suffolk. 

Special Notice. 
A.R.R.L. and R.S.G.B. SUBSCRIPTIONS. 

T. & R. Memberships. 
By reciprocative arrangements established with 

the Radio Society of Great Britain, members of the 
A.R.R.L. residing in the United States and Posses-
sions and in Canada who desire to belong to the 
Transmitters and Relay Section of the R.S.G.B. 
may join via A.R.R.L. Headquarters at Hartford, 
which will transmit the remittance to London, 
eliminating the inconvenience of an international 
remittance, etc.  The dues are $3.50 per year and 
include a subscription to THE T. & R. BULLETIN. 

Notice to U.K. Members of A.R.R.L. 
By virtue of the same arrangement, members 

of the Radio Society of Great Britain who desire 
to belong to the American Radio Relay League may 
join or renew their membership by addressing the 
same to the Hon. Secretary, R.S.G.B.. 53, Victoria 
Street,  Westminster, London,  , who will 
forward the same to Hartford.  The dues are 
12s. 6d. in the United Kingdom and include a 
subscription to QST, a splendid amateur magazine. 

9,SL Notice. 
Arrangements have just been completed for 

forwarding all QSL's for Spanish amateurs, and 
members of the T. & R. Section may, therefore, 
now forward any cards for Spanish " Hams " to 
the QSL Section for free transmission to their 
destination.  For this co-operation on the part of 
our Spanish colleagues, our thanks are due to 
Senor Miguel Moya, ER1, of Mejia Lequerica 4, 
Madrid, who has kindly undertaken the work of 
forwarding any cards sent over by us. 

Book Review. 
HISTORY OF RADIO TEI.F.GR A PH Y AND TELEPHONY. 

By G. G. Blake, M.I.E.E., A.Inst.P. (also member 
R.S.G.B. and T. & IL, The Royal Institution, 
The Röntgen Society and the Society of Radio-
graphers).  Published by Radio  Press,  Ltd. 
Bush House, Strand, W.C.2. 

This hook as its title implies, is a record of many 
achievements,  both  amateur and  professional. 
In its pages will be found details of experiments 
and gear which have almost passed from the minds 
of many of us and which even at this date might 
provide the nucleus of some experiments which 
will bring to fruition the work of these early pioneers 
of the Art. 
From the point of view of academic interest the 

book leaves nothing to be desired, and it is well 
worth reading if only to refresh our memories as 
to what has gone before. 
The great bugbear of the inventor and experi-

menter is to repeat the performance of others of 
many years ago and to think that a new discovery 
has been made, alas, only to find that the invention 
has long since been discarded.  A handy book of 
reference such as the History obviates this possi-
bility. 
Finally, if the amateur wants a permanent record 

of what his fellow enthusiasts have done he has it 
here.  There is no longer any excuse for ignorance 
of past achievements, they have been placed on 
record for all time along with the invaluable work 
of Thompson, Marconi, Preece, Fleming, Eccles, 
Pickard, de Forrest, Lodge and dozens of others toot 
numerous to mention here. 
Its a book for your bookshelf, and to read. 

DO  NOT  BE  WITHOUT 

Q.S.L. CARDS 
We have a variety of Styles 
arranged in  m ost convenient 
for ms  of word  arrange ment. 

100 7:6  250 11/6  500 18/-
Carr. paid in U.K. 

:..arnplcs ins on application to--

T. WARBURTON & CO., LTD., 
77, SACKV1LLE STREET, 

MANCHESTER. 
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REPORTS ON RESEARCH. 
Instructions for Contributors. 

The_ce Notes  have now begun to a umc great 
proportions and owing to the large number of stations 
involved, they lake up a considerable amount of space 
in the BULLETIN.  Moreover ManV nientberS do nut 
appreciate that .-Irea Managers have plenty of work 
on hand and that if they rendered concise and pointed 
reports much time would be saved. 
The following rules have therefore been prepared 

in order to (“sist both  llanagers and reporting 
members 
(1) State total Atation worked. 
(2) Gi;te details of localities, i.e., whether G's, Z's, 

['Is, etc. 
(3) state power used. 
(4) State source of power ,upply, whether home-

madc A .C., D.C., Dry Batterie.,, etc. 
(5) Best D.X. for month and brief detail of report 

kit the station worked. 
(6) Any remarks relative to your station, to be brief 

wid not 'north th.m 30 words. 
(7) If vou write your Area or District Manager 

and expect a reply, write on teparate sheet of paper 
and enclose « stamped addressed envelope Jr the 

(8) Your retort must reach ;!our .11quager by the 
date.-mentioned at the head of his Notes from now 
ontiwrd. 
(9) .-iztoid I& use of abhreviations and wronglv-

spelled words. 
(10) Area Managers should submit their reports to 

Headquarters by the lfith of the month preceding 
publication. 
If it is apparent fremt the Mana,:zer's report that 

any member has not observed these rules or should a 
Manager report that a member is not observing them, 
The Editor reser;ies the right to delete the pakm:raph 
referrim; to his .,tation. _ 

SL Section. 
As mentioned in last month's report, the QS1. Section is now 

b Aug handled at headquarter and the work is proceeding smoothly. 
%Sidi the facilities which exist at headquarters we are able to 

gest the cards away to their respf.rtive destinations with a minimum 
of delay, hilt the organisation rk.quired is quite considerable, and 
We kive been an the more able to appreciate the vast amount of 
work which our old fripnd 6BT has had to expend ',re this task. 
It should also be appreciable to all that we are only carrying on 
tIi  organiation already built up by jamblin and built up so effi-
ciently that the work at headquarters is merrly routine work 
which, We repeat, we have well in hanfl. 
Every month there is published in clic liy ucris a list of cards 

awaiting delivery to our own members ; these cannot be delivered 
for the reason that we are not in possession of Sta mped envelopes 
in which to forward them.  It seems extraordinary that member$ 
shou:d see their call signs appearing month after month and still 

Statics. 
The Area Manager (S. W. District) has been asked 

by a well-meaning B.C.L. if he NVill  1CCate  SU M(' 

neighbours who OSCULATE on Daventrv's wave-
length.  There is a time and place. etc., etc., and 
the dutieN of an area manager would appear to be 
manifold. 

The 6BI Fund is still open 
Closing Date 31st March? ?? 

make no endeavour to.) claim the cards.  In order to put a stop 
to this state of affairs, unclaimed cards will only be retained at 
headquarters for a period of one month from the date of pub-
lication in the BULLETIN of their existence, after which they ‘vill 
he destroyed.  The list of unclaimed cards below will be forwarded 
to the rightful owners upon receipt of a stamped addressed envelope; 
if, on the other hand, they are still unclaimed one month from the 
&tie of this announcement. they will be destroyed without further 
notice.  This nile will apply each month to tlie list of unclaimed 
cards publishi:d. 
With the advent of the new organisation it is suggested that 

it is a ripe moment for all members to hi us have a fe..w 5ta mped 
and addres d envelopes, which will greatly facilitate the work 

• of the section. 
The following have cards %rafting to be claimed.  Will they 

kindly forward the necessary envelope to hi-adquarters, when 
they will be immediately sent on.  In the event of their remaining 
unclainwd one month from this date they will be destroyed. 
List of mi.mbers and cabers for whom cards are waiting :-
2AQK, 2ASC. 2ATM,  n NK, 2111-1„  :!AG W, 

2AL, 2,A0X,  •2AVR, 2A WD, 2.A WH. 21 WK. .XL,  
5ALT, 5AQ, 5A W. 6AX, 0:14., 6 AR, 6AN, 6.111, 6.1K, 211S, 214T, 
211X11. 2,13 WQ, 2111a", 213Q, :21AKC. 2141:, 214111., 2BL. •2131,C, 
2BN R,  BNI", 214PC, 211PG, 2131iU, 213K, IIJM. 213.11 .. 213A, 
213(.1,  •„,',13 WK. 2111),A. 2141). 21413. 2137,6, 2117,11.. 
211ZR, 51311. 5RI, 5BM. ;BO.. :RR, 5111V, 613YQ, ilifl. titsX, 
6BA, 61413, 2CG, 2C1, S.  "Cr •, .2C1C, 5C1),:-)C.K, 5CO3 
5cRI !icy, :A. 1, rcu , 6t-f., 6(11, 41C1-., 6CD. (iCV, 6.111)K, 2I )M, 
21)1'. ;MIL 51)17, 51.5V, 51)X, 6DF, ODN, 61)T, 

51:I:, 51:1, 5FT, 51;1V, 51;N, 61'11, 6FN. ill P. 61-N. 
2GN, 2t.S, 2GZ,  6t.A. 6(1c, 61-IK. 66N, M X, fttill. 

511L,  5HT, 511 W, 51-1\", 61-1 W, 111-1AD. 
51,N, 5 lit 611-1. 6111, (UN,  • 61T. 61V. 6,1A. 6 Ili. 111Cr. 
KJ I. 0 0, firr, 6j r, 5KC. 5K1-1, 5K 1, :1K K. 5KM, :)I<(), 5K T, 
5KY. 6KZ, 6KR, tiKtj, 6KO, 2LJ, 5LY, 5L.Z. 5LX, 61.R, 61-V, 

tiLN, 61.0, 6I.W, 2N11.. 42MG, 2\11\-, 5111, 5\11, 5'11V, 11MIA, 
611 W, 611H, 61IN, !NA, 2N1). 2N(.. 2NR. 2.NX, 5N 1, .)NR, 
5N(2.  5N4;, 51.\.* B. iN I'. 6N V. e•N , ON 1. 6N R, AN  J. 
'20C1.  20:••., 5013„ 50/. 501.. 600, 601<, 6 oV, S. •S 2PV, 
2QA. •.:0D, 2QX. 511Z, 5PC., 5PH, 51)1‹, 5PL, 50B, :1011 5QQ, 
61314. 61;1', fIPX. 61311, 6QG, (SQ11, coy), fiQv, 6Q\v, 21Z1- 2R X. 
"2 RV,  :RR,  6KG, 6K W, 2SI",  tSt.„ 5Sr, 
5S11, tiS 1. :*).;j. 5SM, SR,  • 5S( .g, 6SZ. OSI', 6S1-1, &SO 2.1.11. 
2TR, ?.T_I.  5TK. 5T11. trrk,  ovrA(.. 6T1. 6T1' 6TK, 
6-1.1., ;ICH. 21'S. 2I'X,  2VA. 3V1-1. :;1*A.  51. R. 5VA. 
5\1.  61 -1), 6t:H, 6t v, IVA, 0VG, 6VT, 211-11., 2WQ, 
2WA• !VS X.  5WIt 5WK, 5WL. 5WG, :AVS. 5WE'• 
!MX, sAVD, CAV11, MVP, 6WR, 2X(.. S.  2X 1, '2VX, 2VB, 
2\1), 2YK, •2\-1„),  5X.N. 5X13.  5N 'R, 5YT, 5YI', 

6YI', (WM. 6Y13,  MPH, 6X11, 6X1, (SNP. 2Z A, 
22:D.  VI% 2Z1", VG, 17)  IT,  5.11t, fIZZ, V W. 67.C, 
67.B. OZQ, 6ZN. 
All thr-5-e cards will be dc-stroyeci unlels Fent for in one month. 
A T. & R. member has forwarded cards w.Thiting, to QRA's taketi 

from the RSeili Log Book, hut please note that thi will not lie 
repeated, and, as stated, an cards not claimed in one month wil; be 
destroyed. 
It is hoped that members who receive those cards Forwarded 

will remit the co..st to the member whose call is on the hack of the 
onvelope: -  c/o QS1., 

RSGB, 
53, Victoria Street, 

I.on(on. 

London Area Monthly 
Rr ort 

Area Manager: G. A. iiXETER (0Y1<). 
As this is the nrst report for this new Area, I wish to thank all 

those members r(-sponsible for my election, and to assure them that 
I shall do all in my power to carry out the duties of managership 
to the satisfaction of all th e who are now involved in this Area. 
We have in London some of the beit known awl most enthusiastic 

members of the T. & R. Section, and in view of this it. should he 
possible to make this Area the leading one in the country. 
Ever  Tnember can help by sending me reports of their work, 

as early in the month as possible.  Never mind if nothing has been 
done-we ---,hall at least know you are still T. & R. members, and 
intereAteil in its work. 
To enable me to get these reports in. I propose splitting up the 

Area into frbur Division  North, South. East and West, and I want 
three volunteers to take over the first three-named, who will 
undertake to round up all our members in these divisions, and gather 
their reports. 
Meanwhile, vill all stations who are within a 125 mile radius of 

Charing Cross please let Inc have a card, so that I can allocate 
them to their various divisions, and until these are announced, 
kindly send reports direct to me, or to Mr. Clarricoats (60.), who 
has kindly offered to help. 

Continued on paee 17. 
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South= Western Notes. 
(By 2UP.) 

/HAVE great pleasure in announcing that Mr. Geo. S. Whit,.: 
f2( W), Fiveways, Chippenham, has consented to act  as 
Assistant Area Manager.  The particular attention of Wilt-

shire members i5 drawn to this. 
This month I ii id the pleasure of receivinv visits from '2AR and 

(A.G.  I shall be delighted to see any T. .%: R. members who can 
find time to call on me. 
DX  enditions during January were found to be moderate, but 

‘vere distinctly better than December. 
I have a few more reports than last month, but am sorry to say 

that I have heard nothing from the minority. 
'2AR has been on the air agam on 440 metres after a very long 

time.  He has lost none of the purity for which he was noted in 
the early post-war days. 
281 reports working 4th District l'..-S.A. At (1,4.35 hour* also most 

of the Continent.  He is now experimenting with different forms 
of aerial systems. 
2011 has done very little.  His whole time has been oecupie.d in 

trying to raise a little enthusiasm in the district and with kfirganisa-
tion and A mitostration. 
50C ha. worked RII'A le 5S. Masilie " at 't:i ott Swedish coast 

and two 1*.S.A_ stations 410 Georgia and 12.11:. New York.  He 
is now 4 li • U Pera t la g with 01̀ V trying to find r•-.1.441 for QS13 changes 
from AC to DC ;Ind vier vcma. 
61 -G reports that he has been suffering from reetiner trouble, 

but is bow O.K.  He has been working on 'phone on 45 metres 
with G.  He wants QS0's with G's during the week. 
BRS'..!7 has a nmst useful bag of 110 stations from all over the 

world duriog .Iinuary.  (See list of calls heard.)  Ilr has been 
speci Asing on the rind day reception of A's and Z's and on three 
Sundays has logged them between MOO and 10.00 hours.  H P 

has logged A.2NO, A4R11, Z4AA. 3AR and 7.2XA.  The out-
standing was on _Viortary 16. when between 8.20 and 8.35 a.m. 
he 1,,I.mycel 1:6AI." K, ';ANN, and 6A1)P. 
fiRS2.% reports logging of SSISE on 44 metres at I0.45 hours 

during bad QRM.  He has arranged schedules with 11ER Milan) 
for 5 metres. 
Ihe following did not report :--2CI. 2C W, 2Fli. :12G1*. 21-I(j. 

21.F. :INI.. 21'1., 2ZG, 5CC, .FS. 5V1., NO, 01'T, tii,_)W, OM ., 
tIXZ, 6N'N. 

Channel Islan s Notes. 
(I3y  A the Channel Islands have been made into an " area," inav . first of all mention that from here in jersey the nearest 

point in England is 100 miles away, France being only 16 
miles, and as low power is often used here, Hams might bear this 
in mind when hearing our signals, as none of us are really very near 
any " CI " station. 
Our stations here are 22C., 5G W, 5‘‘ Z. 6HZ, 60X, and 01/U. 
To celebrate our being made into an area, we have organised 

a new service, which we hope other arras %%ill adopt. and which 
will come into operation immediately after the distribution of this 
copy of the T. Sz R. BULLETIN.  This suggestion comes from 5(AV, 
and is on the ft.)Ikm ling line s. Owing  to  the (m ay cans.ed by fixing 
schedules and sending reports by post to the Channel Islands, it 
has been derided to keep a watch on 40 t• I 47 metres at tlw filluwinv 
times :-FAery Thursday from I-1.15 to 14.45. Sunday 17.00 tqc 
17.30, and every night from 22.00 to ::'2.30.  During these perioxl. 
there will be at least one Jersey station " standing by."  Any 
',cation having nws.-sages for an' Jersey transmitter or IRA., or 
having QSR via *Jersey, may call " Jemey de -," and will then 
be answered by the watching station on 43 metres. who will QSR 
his tne . 
Anyone makiug IISC of this servire is requested to adhere strictly 

to the terms of his lieence, as regards all matter transmitted.  if 
this servke is used by Hams, we shall do our best to carry it on 
and imppive on it.  During the last month 5G W and 2ZC visited 
each either  staticles.  As regards DX. conditions during _January 
were parti( idarly had, with few exceptions. blanket periods often 
settling dawn early and remaining there late. 
Any Ham hearing any F4 instead of FS will know that it is a 

Frent h station, as, to put it in one of the F4's own words, " $'s are 
to  numerous."  Several stations have been heard '4 Test" or 
CQing itaut not working anyone) using prefix U followed by LA 
or EA and then the figure 0 or 4, and then two or mnre letters, l.)oth 
in R.A.C. and D.C.  Can anyone throw light on the QR.-% ? W L 
is me-istle 43 to -14.5 metres. 

TRAFFIC NoTES. 
6PU reports having worked Canada and U.S.A. on Sunday, 

January 16. between 21.40 and 23_15.  His CW was reported Ilt7 
and lone R4 in Mat!ts., and in New York R4 CW was pure D.C. 
On Monday. 17th, he worked French Morocco. C‘‘' on 5 watts R7, 
and forte was reported R5. with 'phones on the table. of as good 
quality as FM had ever heard.  (That " Hush-hush " bottle must 
be OK, OM ! UC). 

5G W closed down for six months on January 16 at noon.  No 
important work was done, conditions %vim; very unfavourable 
for QRP work.  On the night of January 12, the blanket, which 
usually falls at: 19.00 or 19.30, failed to do so. and eS2UN and 
FASVX were worked on 7 watts, both reporting R. 
5WZ is too busy with long wave receiving to do any transmitting, 

but we want to hear him on the air again.  Hw 
2ZC has gone over to QR P for glowl and all.  His D.C. is reported 

pure everywhere, which is better than generator " spark-really 
OM ! " e ii QR11, he has at last raised Sweden and Ireland, both 
hitherto blindspots, had an R7 front Italy on 6 watts (which he 
he doesn't believe) and was twice QS() with U- WSP, QRA 
" Atlantic ." Around 09.00 he found conditions for D.X. receiving 
vrt y gold during mo,t of January.  Other stations wurked were 
FM AIN (Military station) on 8 watts, and Aeveral  near by KB., 
etc.  In ronjunt nun with the new transmitter, 2/.0 has erected  
a 70-it. indoor aerial for receiving only, which is a great boon, as 
whenever the key is up, if the " called " station starts up calling 
someone else, his signals are heard, and much time is saved.  Con-
ditions on 22nd were very bail all day, QSS being particularly 
noticed, but GW3N-N (Dublin) was worked, that station using only 
one watt, and reporting snow arid cold conditions. 
61IZ reports that owing to a changing of QRA, he has done little 

during January.  His new addrcss is I, Shirley Villas, La Rocque, 
Jersey, C.I.  %VIII Hams please note this. 
(10,X (whom we wekome back to the islaied) is only getting his 

gear into order, but hopes to be on the air scriotvAy at an early 
date.  His new addres, for the time being. s : Jersey Radio-
Electrie. Service Co., 21, Charing Crkets, St. Helier, Jersey, Cl. 

Mid ritain  otes. 
(Prepared by GO j\-). 

IT would greatly help mu.' in preparing these notes if sub-art..a managers would kindly bear in mind the following points: 
(1) Write on one side of paper only. 
(2) Write calls clearly in Block letters. 
(3) Avoid the use of un-English abreviations in spelling-e.g., 

Nile, daylite, thni, wid, es, and so QII. which will thus obviate 
the necessity of re-writing many reports. 
Nor e.-In my opinion the use, in reason. of technical 

abreviations such as QR.-N, cliR W, (1.101, etc., is quite per-
missible. 

(4) Take reasonable care in the composition of reports with 
regard to accepted standards of the King's good English. 

I trust that all will sympathise with the desire to maintain as 
high a standard in thfte matters as is reasonable and possible, 
and that no one will allow himself to fed disgruntled because 
attention has been called thereto.  I fed sure that we all take a 
pride in our Butii rix and with good reason), and we wish to see 
it progress and impro‘e to the best of our abilities as amateur 
journalists.  N o w thy re ports. 

Shropshire (via 5SI). 
6TD recoils that evening schedules with Atelralio and South 

Africa lasted until the end of January when signals faded I put. 
Ile also reports considerable early evening work ‘‘ith I...S.A. 
having kept a schedule with U1RHM for three weeks.  Ile remarks 
that conditions are -very changiqible. 
ZISI has again a Nil report owing to misfortunes with his batteries. 

Cambridgeshire via 62XV1. 
21.)li has now gone over to fu  ii %%Ave rectifiers, using old tyRe 

power valve for this purpose, and has had tweP Q_SO's with L-3B WT, 
who reported his slim R5 and R4. 
I now welcome 2.‘YR to the ranks of full-blown hams as he has 

now been allcat•.11 the call 5\*X.  Let's have a bumper report 
next month. ON1. 
5Y N has just got a PIF.T1 valve and is pleased %vial same, but 

complains that DX is difficult on 45, as DX stations don't se m 
to listen cu any other band except .the 32-34 ! 
2XV has had a record month, mostly on :13 metres.  He has 

QS0'd 13 Yanks, and also been QS()New Zealand on four occasions. 
I.Tnfortunately, this ge.iod luck has been temporarily brought to a 
bitter end ;4th the IcKs of part of one finger and the crushing of 
two others in the mechanism of a car.  Mrs. 2XV has therefore 
been called upon to write this report. 
. Welcome is extended to 5,10, of Cambridge, who has just joined 
the T. & R. with a view to restarting on the air at an early date 
on 150-21,0 metres. 
5RT notitie-s his change of QRA. This is now R. W. Brewer, 

21. East Hill, Colchester, Essex. 
Ex 2BOR reports that he is now GliWI, and his QRA is T. S. 

Wilkin, 102. Lisle Road, Colchester.  He works on 1s0.i4 metres, 
crystal ceintrol. 

Warwick (via 21311). 
5PX (Slit t4in Coldfield, has been QS()  . ith his " no aerial " 

transmitter, working on 35 metre-..  His signals being reported 
R7.  He is using his second call-50i for his no aerial tran.-
mitter.  We have to congratulate him upon being made an 
F.R.S.A. on account of his radio research work. 
13R529 (Moseley) reports good conditions generally and has 

heard a station working fone on 25 metres, which he believes is 
connected with the Canada-Bridgewater tests. 
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although one or two stations succeeded in pushing through.  It was noticeable that daylight work was fair 
and the " blanket" only seemed to drop over things after the night" fade-out " took place. 

Conditions improved gradually toward the end of the week, and the closing nights of the teNts were 
marked by one of the best" DX " nights we have had this winter.  Although it was a" QS: " night, some of 
the reported signal strengths are extraordinary, but perhaps these depended upon the mood of the operator 
at the other end.  The contacts reported herewith have not been confirmed at the time of writing. 

We hope to get details of the best stations, and include them in a final report. 
G. A. EXETER, 

G43V N. 
..•••• 

BRS12 is busy with a superheterodyne and forwards the following 
news : - 
Y11:13 sends best wishes to all G stations. 
A7ES works between 18.00 and 19.00 G.M.T. on Sundays, and 

would appreciate reports from Ws. 
BRS3 reports much improved conditions and remarks upon the 

consistency of the 0 stations. 
2BCA (ex-BRS3I). at Sutton Coldfuld, is busy upon mains 

smoothing devices. 
2AFS (ex-6,11-, Coventry) has been testing indoor aerials for 

reception, and is busy with other constructional work. 
OYD has been so much occupied in " tracing troubles" for 

other people that he has had little time this month for experiments. 
2BLM reports good conditions. 
5SK has " got across " to U.S.A. and k pleased. 
(IC! (Coventry) has joined the T. & R. and will, of course, derive 

much benefit therefrom! 
'BM W reports nothing but 'flu, which appears to be more 

seasonable than DX. 
2BVL is experimenting with crystal control preparatory to 

taking to the air with hill permit.  After the usual brass-pounding 
formalities at the P.O.  2BPI has been working at the problem 
of eliminating key clicks. 

Worcestershire (via (IAT). 
6AT reports an attack of 'flu, also some short-range fone work 

on 8 metre..i.  He has now completed a M.O. Duvi set for 1541 
metres, and is working on this with a view to using the same 
circuit on 45 metres. 
6M W has not reported. 

Staffordshire (via 517W). 
6UZ reports QRW and has been unable to work much..  He 

has, however, done well with four, being R7 in Spain and Italy. 
He has received a report from Australia giving his fone as R3 
there.  He has been IQS0 Abyssinia.  6UZ reports poor reception 
conditions for Australia, New Zealand and Brazil. 
2WN reports many fine European QS0's with extreme QRP 

(about half a watt). 
6011 sends a nil report owing to QRW.  He has, however, 

worked three U.S.A. stations in one night. 
5N1 - has been ill, but is better now.  He is running a lone 

schedule with (SAT on 150 metres. 
2TN has spent the month in Switzerland. hut expects to be 

working again on 45 metres shortly.  Reports will be welcomed. 
•_!KK sent in a report for last month which was, unfortunately, 

too late for last issue.  He reports too QRW at present to put in 
much time with the transmitter. 
2vG, 6BH and 5C‘V have not reported. 

Wolverhamptcn. 
420Q. reports haying " pulled 51.-W's leg," as the Vt. mentioned 

in last issue was 1 1 ANT. The envy of last month has given place 
to disgust ! 20Q reports a further •• bag " of six U's this month. 
2NV has not reported, but we understand that while con-

structing a 45-metre outfit, he is still working 150-metre lone. 
5LK has also not reported, doubtless owing to business QR W. 
)PR is QRT until change of QRA is effected, but often takes the 

key at 6HT. 
51.' W has been QRT most of the month owing to illness, but 

during the last two nights of month worked four U's.  He has 
received two interesting reports. one from NMI. Nigeria, who 
reports reception with a portable receiver while out in the African 
Bush.  The other comes from Georgetown, British Guiana, which 
is of interest because BZ seems to have been t " closed book" 
hr so long. 
6HT has not reported, but as he is situated only a few yards 

from 51:NV, his activities are well and truly known to the latter. 
6HT only works during daytime, but reaches the furthegt corners 
of Europe.  lie is awaiting confirmation of a QS0 which he believes 
was an Australian. 
tifiP is still active with fone on 150 metres, as also is 2PR. 
Mr. Trasler, who represents Northampton, says that as he is 

away from home he has nothing to report himself, and that he has 
not received any other reports this month. 
H. L. Palmer has kindly offered to represent Hereford and 

Leicester.  He has combed out a recent call list and found about 
seven amateurs in these counties.  Will menthers of the T. & R. 
residing in either Hereford or Leicester please report to him by 
the 5th of the month.  His QRA is Nluadowlea, Goboweri. Salop. 

Norfolk. 
6.1 V has had little time for radio this month.  He has, however, 

managed to erect a full-wave Hertz type aerial for 32-metre work. 
This is voltage -fed with two wire " ladders,•' R.F. feed at the near 
end.  This arrangement promises well, and the spell of bad luck 
which this station has suffered upon this band seems to have been 
broken by the new arrangements.  The first call with the new 
system --using an input of 30 watts.—resulted in an interesting 
tmq with E. le6, who, curiously. was also using a full-wave antenna. 
The 4.wcond call resulted in a reliable QS0 with ULU.' R. with whom 
a schedule was kept subsequently, signals being reported l5. 

QRA Section, 
(By (OBT.) 

IAM indebted to those members who have so promptly replied to my request for information about certain call signs, pub-
lished in last month's BULL} TIN.  I am at present busy 

compiling a complete list of members of the T. & R . which will 
soon be published and issued to all members.  It is important 
therefore, that all the information in my possession should be 
complete and up to date. 
I hear the Irish Radio Transmitters' Society is increasing its 

membership satisfactorily. 
Since the departure of W. R. Burnt' (GW15B) from Ireland, 

they have moved their headquarters, the address of whi• h ts now :— 
I.R.T.S., 

5, Leinster Street, 
Dublin, 

Irish Free State. 
SMXA is not the call sign of a Swedish amateur, but is, I hear, 

used as a " general call " to all Swedish amateurs. 
Several members have asked for the QRA of PA3A. and I am 

sorry to dispel any hopes of a record DX, but I am told on good 
authority that both the call signs PA3A ;old PA3B are unauthorised 
and emanate from Paris. 
The journal " Radio Amateurs " has now started .1 section 

entirely devotvd to short waves, under the direction of Mr. Henry 
Piraux, to whom correspondence should be addressed at ;-

6 Rue Boinod, 
Paris lee, 

Frasier. 
G6CV T. & R.). A. Stewart Clacy, of 111, Melrose Avenue, Read-

ing, is conducting kjleP tests on 8.23 and 45 metres, aed welcomes 
reports trom all distances of his sip. on any wavelength. 
Here was a printer's error in the Spanish forwarding agent's. 

address. which should read :-- - 
SPAIN.— E. A. R. Miguel Moya, Mejia Lequerica 4, Mi.dr.d. 

(IRA's FOUND. 
ZV1.13.- Radio Awania. Southlind, South Island, Ni  (Inf. 

G5XVi. 
0E14 K.- Radio Austria Co., Ltd., Penngasse 14. Vienea 1. 

(Inf. Cr6C N. aid G2RG). 
YACS.----1.. Jones, " A " Corps Signals. Karachi. India.  Inf. 

(5WQ, and G2RG). 
CH2B1..— Box  1653, Valparaiso, Chili.  (Inf. L. L. Parry, 

(T. & R.). 
Y2HP.—Cook, Delhi. India,  (Inf. G. (7,, E. Bennett. BRS.63). 
NA F.—Antonio Faria, Praca Marquez Pomba' $, Lisbon, 

Portugal.  (Inf. GOCIA. 
HPN. —Palma, Scuoll Radio. Gorizia.  (hut. (WI) 
111)R. —Dionisi, vii Taranto 26, Rome.  thif. :LAW'. ). 
SKTR.— Paul Kaatari, Najurink 2, Wipuri, Finland ,Seomi). 

(Inf. B. Dunn, T. & R.). 
SIC. —" S.S.  Nfasilia," of Gothenburg, Swcden.  tint,  Curt 

Lamm, Berlin, T. & R.). 
SKI'. -- S.S. Hann'," belonging to Carlbim & Co.. Hull.  Inf. 

G2RG). 
A 1B!).— B. D. Grimes, Tarragindi Roal, Brisbane, Australia. 

(Ini. F. G. Pratt, T. & R e 
QRA's. 
G. 

2ADA.- A. F. C. Adye, 3. Vale Avenue, Tunbridge Wells. Kent. 
2AKF.-1:. X. J. Abraham, Quarry Hill Avenue, Hortshill, 

Stoke-on-Trent. 
Concluded on page 13. 
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London Area Report -Concluded from page 14. 
The reports for this month are few, no doubt owing to the fact 

that members were not aware that the Area had been formed, but 
I hope that next month will show a vast improvement. 

REPORTS. 
2NH reports good conditions existing at his stn, and he has 

carried out schedules with SMZV and SMXU on 23 metres every 
Sunday with complete success.  (FIB., OM, keep it up.) 
Yi  R has at last been worked after many retains, and a schedule 

has been arranged.  He also reports that he finds antenna systems 
excited at even harmonics very satisfactory, and would be pleased 
to hear from any others interested in this point.  (What about the 
Research Brauch and his problem, OM ? 
BRS65 sends in a comprehensive list of calls heard (see " Calls 

Heard " columns), and promises more next month. 
The following reports were sent via 'WI.: ORS with 3 watts 

input has done fairly good work during week-ends working most of 
Near Europe.  Best DX was with %% SP when 200 miles off 
Lisbon. 510 has been down with silu most of the month, but his 
forte is still to be heard most week-ends.  6CL reports a fairly good 
month.  Poland was QS0 far the first time, followed by Russia 
(RICA). and finally the " pond " was bridged after much effort. 
1.71B1<l being QS0'd at 23.30 on .January 18.  Power was 4.5 
watts.  Some interesting low-power tests have ben made, R5 
being reed from Ghent with 0.17 watts. 
5TD has been busy rebuilding, and has only worked locals,  tie 

says reception ha_ been good, sigs being FB from A's and Z's at 
14.00 on February 7. 

Southern Notes 
(Prepared by G212.) 5 MA reports a few Transatlantic QS0's on 45 metres. but 

conditions have not been too good.  He is now using a 
large rectifying valve in conjunction with his sync.. rectifier, 

and at last is able to use a filter with success.  A little work has 
been done on 23 metres, using a half-wave Hertz aerial.  With 
this arrangement FSD1 and FM$MB have been worked.  Several 
U.S.A. stations have been heard on •.!.0 metres, the best being 
USAI X. but .5MA has been unable to raise any C's on this band 
in spite of many calls. 5MA is now on 23 metres every Saturday 
and Sunday afternoons, and will be glad of any n-ports. 
2N H has now joined the " outside shack brigade," and installed a 

B.T.H. generator.  Thanks to the T. & R. Section, a transoceanic 
permit was obtained in December.  DX conditions have been 
.very patchy, but several l.'s and C's have been worked on 44 metres. 
Little has been found doing on the 23-metre band, although a 
report has been received from HER who reports sigs from 
2N11 RS.  "NH is anxious to fix up schedules on the 23-metre 
band and would be pleased to hear from anyone interested. 
ON K ha.s been sucessfui in working U3X K on 1.1 watts input. 

Sig s were reported very steady R3.  This is his first two-way 
working with ('.S.A. 
2IC has gene over from generator to accumulator H.T. supply, 

and while having done a little actual transmission, is quite satistie;t1 
with low is..ower work on his new transmitter.  Conditions have 
been ps•or. and he h4s not worked outside Europe, though Algeria, 
Portugal, Norway and Czedio-Slovakia are all new QS0's to him. 
He is investigating " blind splits," and finds that his station seems 
to be " blindspcitted " from Sweden and Ireland. but. good to the 
South.  Both 5GW and 611Z, who seem to be screened to the 
North. find these countries good but conditions to the South had. 
Will any Irish or Swedish station hearing 2•1C please QS0 or 
kiS14 him = 
5G‘N. reports conditions have been bad for DX work.  Hung-arian 

WAA was worked on 7 watts, this being the first two-way working 
between ‘VAA and any Britoli station. Conditions have been 
g4-Kal for working northern and north-eastern stations but bad for 
south :ind st soh -eastern. 
6W1 is now operating a crystal-eontrolled transmitter on 10 

metres and is putting out sone. very good telephony.  The tollewing 
stations have been heard in Wales on telephony on 150 to 204.1 
metres atter dark:--2XV, 50K. K N. 210. 51(r). OKJ, OIL, 
2KG and KT.  Telephony from 542V has been received at Albany, 
t'.S.A.. on 45 metres. 
2NT --nds in hi N tir..t rrport, having been in operation for about 

12 months.  With about 4 w atts from dry batteries, over 204) 
QS0's have been obtained with about 20 countries.  With $ watts 
from a hand generator, RI I 'A, at Nijni-Norgorod, has been worked. 
Two main lines of experiment are being followed. Experiments 
with various forms of radiating systems and observations on 
weather conditions.  Much interesting data is being compiled. 
514S reports some interesting work on the 23-metre band. 

Stations in all U.S.A. districts have been logged on 20 metres, 
also Uruguay and Chile.  Sigs from 5115 have been received in 
Southern Rhodesia and by U7EK and C3NI.  Three Oth district 
and many Eastern U.S.A. stations have been worked on 23 metres. 
A schedule was worked with I.77EK for half an hour.  This appears 
to he the first two-way working with the 7th U.S.A. district. 
2MJ has started working on 45 metres, having been QS0 with 

5MS on about 3 watts.  He is installing a 50-watt generator 
shortly and hopes to do some real DX work. 

6PG has his new transmitter working on 45 metres and has been 
QS0 all over Europe.  He is now endeavouring to get across 
to U.S.A. 
2M1 is still off the air, rebuilding his transmitter.  He is installing 

a 80-watt generator next month, so hopes to get down to some 
good DX work.  Will the following and other Kent stations please 
report to 2MI before the 10th of each month  2QC, 5.1G, 
5DT, 2QN, etc. ? 
HRS. 25, 42 and 63 have sent in Very interesting reception 

reports.  All have received practically every country, Si) there is 
hardly sufficient space to detail each one out.  IRS. 42 has 
received most of his DX on a vertical indoor aerial.  He would 
like to get the QRA of J3XP and ITV.  B.R.S. 15 has logged 
HU613UC RO. 
21.Z is back on the air again after about two months' inactivity 

through business QRM.  Daily schedules are being worked with 
Z and A stations on 32 metres.  A new station has recently been 
hooked in the shape of ARDI, who said he was the Norwegian 
whaler " Larsen •• lying in the Ross Sea, Antarctic.  Wavelength 
about 33 metres.  Signals come through well between 7 and 
10 an. G.M.T.  A schedule is being worked at 7.30 a.m. 

Irish Notes. 
(By 5N J.) 

FROM reports received this month it is evident that G1 stations 
continue to do consistent low power work, and although nothing 
very startling is reported, yet the month has been a good one 

generally for DX work. 
I have only had two reports from the Free State. GITV11B has 

been experimenting on crystal control, and as his input is derived 
from an anode converter giving 30 milhamper  at most, he has 
had great trouble in feeding two valves and at the same time 
getting sufficient power to the amplifier to merit the expense of 
using a crystal.  However, he tells me that he has found a solution 
to the trouble, and should be OK very shortly.  He has worked 
many Europeans on CC, and also UlACI, who reported signals 
R.  Other U''s worked on about 7 watts include 21:O, SZAE, 
2CCQ, lAICI and 2NQ--very nice work, too! 
1911 has been too busy with rugger to do much regular work of 

late, but has got a new mast up and expects to be going on 
23 metres in a week or so.  Reports would be very welcome. 
In the North, OMIT isstill running schedules with VD( R, USADE., 

and IT lAQT.  The tests with DCR are going exceptionally well, 
lone being used several tunes, and CW working usually taking 
place at 24) words a minute sending worth once. Crystal control 
is in use now up to 50 watts input, and many excellent reports 
have been received. 
Our old friend IT has been having a run of very bad luck of 

late, including an attack of " flu." Situated, as he z. away from 
any power mains, he has had much trouble in. obtaining the nixes-
sary power for crystal control, particularly in getting the different 
voltages reouired.  Resistances in the H.T. have been found 
almost useless for cutting down voltage on account ot the violent 
voltage fluctuations when keying. Si it bas been decided to 
leave crystal control aside on high power meantime, until A.C. 
is installed in Armagh. This will probably happen early next 
winter.  Notwithstanding all the trouble, however, excellent 
DX has been done.  A2NO reports signals R8, also RS in Siberia, 
R5 in the Philippines, and dozens 'of U.S.A. stations, including 
9th district, have been worked, also Canada. All are delighted 
with the crystal note. 
010 is still using only 5 watts maximum, but results are ex-

cellent. A new aerial is beiug tried out at present, and several 
new countries have been worked, including Poland and French 
Nlgiers.  I hear a rinnour that a crystal will shortly be seen at 
5M0 —hw ? 
5W1) has also been experimenting on various types of aerial 

systems. on very low powers.  Using fatly 60 volts at 5 milli-
amperes, he has been QS() many G stations, the average strength 
bi:ing RI.  Other countries worked include Germany ( R4 '6), 
Spain (R5), T.P. (R3) and France (R5i, while with one watt input 
signals have been reported R7 in France and R6 in Belgium. 
French Algiers was worked during the month, thus adding another 
continent (F.B.. OM).  A.C. mains are now available, awl it is 
hoped to put the station on these shortly. 
6N'M is being rebuilt and has nothing startling to renort. 
2813 continues to QS() all Europe, using a portable transmitter 

and low power. 
OQD has mad'. a complete change in his aerial system, and 

finds results very much improved.  The fast QS() with U.S.A. 
took place during the month, and the station will be on regularly 
now on Sundays.  Reports on speech would be very welcome, 
as choke control is being used, with 1)ET 1 's as oscillator and 
modulator.  6QD hopes to go down to '23 metres in a short time, 
and would be glad to get in touch with others on this wavelength. 
5.1‘" k putting out good speech on 5 watts, and reports are 

to hand from many parts of England.  He has also been QS0 
various G stations on C.W.  The station will Iv on crystal control 
as soon as a crystal can be got ; great trouble has been expe_frienced 
in this connection. 
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I regret that I overlooked mentioning the reception work done 
by 2AF'D in last month's notes.  This station, like 2BB, has 
cards from nearly every corner of the globe, and is always lIiI' ii 
to report on tests.  It is hoped to obtain a radiating licence vire 
shortly. QRA  K. S. Holden, 115, Glenwood Street, Belfast. 
6JA, a new station, has been QS0 38 stations in two weeks, 

using 5 ‘vatts from a hand generator.  Reports are welcomed, 
and the QRA is ‘. _Jamison, 60, Clifton Road, Bangor, Co. Down. 
NJ has had another month's consistent work.  On 75 watts, 

QS0 has been had, during week-ends, with A5W1-1. A5JA, :17C W 
(many times), 0A6N, Z2AC, ZIA°, Z4.-1C, .12)1'j. etc.  Almost 
perfect spex.ch was put o‘Per to A7CW, and excellent speech has 
been received from the latter also.  A morning and evening schedule 
is at present being run with Tasmania and South Africa. 

Scottish Area Notes. 
GENTLEMEN, the duty devolves upon me of acquainting you 

with a few unpleasant facts regarding the Scottish Area. 
1Vhile 1 do not believe in stressing statistics unduly, they 

serve at times the very useful purpose of jolting one out of an attitude 
of compLaceia y.  Without crying " Wolf ! 1Volf ! " quite un-
justifiably, I think a little stocktaking at this date might be 
indulged in. with a view to facing facts 41S they are, and not as 
they seem. 
As far as (an be ascertain(d. there are at present in the Area 27 

radiating lieenoes, 12 artificial aerial licences, and four B.R. stations. 
Of the radiating transmitters, only 40.8 per cent. are active and 
59.2 per cent. QRT.  Of the A 1 licences, 41.7 per cent. are active, 
25 per cent. doubtful, and :;:;,:; per cent. inactive.  The B.R.'s 
are, all active. 
Now, personally. OMs, I find these figurrs a little disquieting, 

for they represent retrogression as opriosed to progres.sion, which 
was clearly taking place Itifit• months ago.  Of course. I know that 
several of our most active fellows have left us for other spheres, 
but as this can be offset by the fact that one or two new stations 
have started up, it does not to any great extent .iffect the fact 
that there is a larger proportion of stations inoperative to-day than 
at a given period nine months ago.  Now, why?  Is it that 
interest in this wonderful science is waning?  Surely not ! Scots-
men are credited with being a race of engineers, and if this is so, 
surely one of the most fascinating branches of modern engineering 
should exert a strong pull on their interest.  Of course.-, I know 
some of you are very QR W, but granting the strain and stress of 
modern business, it rarely carries one into the " wee slim' hours," 
or, at least, if you have your own interests at heart, it should not, 
for, as the old adage has it, " all work and no play, etc., etc." 
Here, therefore, lies the crux of the matter : you get home at night 
tired and brain-faFged, and generally lag king in enthusiasm tor 
anything but inertia.  Now, I submit that this attitude is wrong, 
nothing will stimulate a tired brain or body like a complete change. 
whether it be of surroundings. occupation, or thought, and I hold 
that the study of wireless transm Wion furnishes just this stimulus. 
Try it ! Some plea41 YL's. but this excuse is so thin that you cannot 
see it edgewise, and I think need not be considered. 
We want enthusiasm. ()Ms, and then some more, and if your 

transmitting neighbour is getting sluggish and lackadaisical, prod 
him when it will do him most good. for we desire the Scottish Area 
to be ALIVE. (I think I hear someone say, " What about SVG ? " 
Well. 5YG has been Qin' owing to dismal' tliiig for a pending change 
of (IRA, and I hope will be in operation at the end of March.) 
Now to business.  January appeani to have been a month 

peculiarly devoid of items of general interest, as far as the area is 
concerned, and although much excellent DX has been accomplished 
by several stations, nothing of exceptional interest seems to have 
emerged.  Conditions on the whole have been excellent, and not 
a few " t' " QS0's have taken place as early as 22.00 G.M.T.  On 
23 metres, the approach of the QRP tests has, apparently, been 
rmponsible for the migration of many 45-metre stations to that 
wave-length, as the 23 band is becoming much more thickly 
ia)pulated.  Now, then, you fellows who complain of " nothing 
doing " on 23 metres, what about it ? 
The mat storm of January 28 has caused considerable havoc 

at many amateur stations, and few there are whose aerial rig 
has not suffered sonic dainaer.  The writer's 50ft. " stick " only 
just managed to weather it, but when the gale reached 102 m.p.h. 
t was just touch and go. 
Might I again remind District Managers that their reports are 

requested by the 8th of the month. 
The following inter-station visits took place in January • 2WL 

to 6j15, 2SR to 5N W, 61<0 to !N W, 
6K0 to 5WT, 5YG to 6NX. 

No. 1 District by 2WL). 
21;V reports one or two tests with 6MS and 6NX on 45 metres. 
2W1, succeeded in spanning the " herring pond " three times 

during the month, once on 6 watts, and on the other two occasions 
with rather less than 4 watts.  H.T. accumulators are in use, and 
the familiar steady D.C. (,)Sli is the order of the day.  He is 
awaiting delivery of a PO-metre crystal. 
SST reports that he is still domiciled in London. and is wearying 

to get his 'a fist" on the key 

5WT to 6K0, BRS6 to 5N W, 

SYG. 

5YG. —QRT at present owing to pending change of QRA. 
6JS has been doing sorne very useful bX this month, using 

H.T. accumulators and two DE5's in parallel, and good reports 
have been received from many quarters, including Canada am] 
French Africa. 
6MS had the misfortune to have his mast blown down during 

the storm, but has been doing some very good work with an aerial 
ttft. high at the high potential end.  Power is derived from charging 
H.T. accumulators from 25-cycle A.C. mains, and the QSB is 
always reported " DC with slight hum."  A little duplex forte work 
has been carried out with 2W1.. 
ONX.—This station has now firmly established contact with 

r.S.A., and appears to get across almost any night.  In January 
the following C's were worked : 1AAP, lACI, lAVL, 113K E., 
IJE, 10X, 1RD, 2CAQ, 39, 310. 3SV and SAL  Cola:a t has 
frequently been made with WAA. who gives his QRA as Sabian 
Estvan, Abony, Hungaria.  Reports have been received from 
Russia and Lithuania, which seem to indicate that the station 
is going out well in all directions_  Efficiency is likely to be impaired 
for a few weeks owing to storm damage to the aerial, which cannot 
be put right until some stonework has been rebuilt. 
2BQN has, meantime, given up the idea (41 a radiating licence, 

and is devoting his time to the re-designing of his transmitter and 
receiving gear. 
The following stations did not report : 2MG, 2TT, 5N.Q and 60W. 

NO. 2 District (By 617.1. 
2VX. having been laid aside with " flu," has not been able to 

do a great deal.  A little spasmodic working has been done, and 
useful reports have been received, both cif CW and ton.'. 
51K has been home again for a little, but did not find time to 

get on the air.  He hopes to grt back for a longer spell shortly. 
6IZ,---A master-oscillator circuit has been experimented with. 

and a considerable improvement in steadiness of QSB is reported. 
The usual Continentals have been worktd, but the best report 
ol.eived is from L'i4DC W IN F. 5VG).  In addition to the Con-
tinental stations, (1S0 were carried out with Swedish motorships 
Si B and S1C.  A little work has been done on 23 metres, and a 
schedule is kept on this wave-length with G6PG. 
(IVO is still reported (ai the sick list. and his usual Hi D.x reports 

are., consequently. non-existent.  He has succeeded in getting his 
crystal to  perk " on 45 metres, and a few European stations 
have been worked.  A little work is also being done on 23 metres. 
BRS69.----A new T. :k R. member has co-operated with 6IZ in 

a series of lone tests, and has also been doing some tine reception 
work.  He is a potential transmitter of the future, but larks means 
of obtaining " juice " at present. 
The following stations d:d not report : 6GQ, 2JZ. 

No. 3 District (by BRS6). 
2SR has been QRT wink Mr. Sharp was QS() the Continent in 

person. 
.5J I.) has been largely oedipal' with the pe,rfecting of a " Kone " 

type loud speaker, after considerable discussion on the matter with 
2BFQ and BRS62, and results have been very gratifying. 
,N W is rebuilding for 1 Kw.C.C., and hopes to he on the air 

very shortly. 
.5WT has been doing very little except to add Austria and Faroe 

Islands to his list of cSOis.  He has been making repeated but 
unsuccessful attempts to hind a 'a L'." 
61(0, the " live wire" of the district, this month has been QS0 

YDCR, (''s l A XA, 42CUQ, 3)0, 3PF, IsZAE (RtS) and O W.  He 
is now QS() an comments except  A," and has leen heard there 
on six occasions.  The gale laid low both his " sticks." but some 
good work has been done with i temporary aerial ltift. high, and 
by making use of a fence as counterpoise, all the Continent has 
been worked with this arrangement. 
BRS6.- •Visited several stations in his district.  On January 15 

he went to Forfar and spent the. evening with 5N\ T.  QS() was 
established with CC, G, D end Fames.  The station is very com-
pact and easy to work.  The other extreme is 6KO's station. which 
was visited on the Sunday.  Although not a " good-looker." it is 
efficiency in every particle.  BRS6 has no by. for the " mangle," 
however, and in his unpractised bands thi-, weapon made the 
milliameter do the  Charleston," whereas 6K0 has no difficulty 
in keeping it steady.  The station is in an outdoor " shack." the 
walls of which are almost c4pmpletely covervd by QSI. cards.  During 
BRS6's visit, most of the Lontment and LA 2 and 3 were worked. 
" J.B." has every reason to be proud of his aggravated Hertz 
and ragtime receiver, as he himself calls it.  On the return journey. 
5N W (Dundee) was visited, and Mr. Allan was found to be in the 
throes of reconstruction for C.C.  BR.S6 s‘isbes to thank most 
heartily 5WT, 6K0 and 5N W. whose hospitality made the week-end 
so enjoyable. 
The following stations did not report : 2BB, and (IGN'. 

No. 4 District (by trrn. 
2TF has been much too busy in other directions to do any W,'T 

work during the month, but hopes for a different state of affairs-7 
next month. 
2BFQ.---QRW at Varsity. 
BRS62.----In spite of bad" mush," re-radiated from a neighbouring 

BCL aerial, has been putting in a power of reception work., and for-
wards a long list of calls heard.  He has also been co-operating 
with eUZ in some recent tests. 
The following stations did not report: 513A, 5HC SIP and ACR. 
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Northern Notes. 
Area Manager: S. R. VRIGHT (DR). 

IHAVE received more reports this month than during any since these Notes were commenced, and it is most encouraging to 
know that so many hams are taking an active part in making 

the BULLETIN of use to fellow hams.  Reports can help others no 
end, as if difficulties are met with, a solution can often be found 
among the Traffic Notts.  Some other ham, having come up 
against the same thing, found a solution, and, most important of 
all, included it in his report. 
Conditions this month have been considerably better for American 

working, and there have been very many nights on which Nrs 
were corning through at very good strength.  The best night, I 
think. was Tuesday, February 8, when reception was free from 
X's and very little fading.  Anyone tuning in 2XAF on that 
night should have had no difficulty in putting it on the speaker, 
employing a couple of valves. 
There are two queries this rwaith : Where have the BZ's gone to ? 

and where are the results of the QM' tests ? 
The Australians and New Zealanders have excelled themselves 

this month, and have been heard in shoals. 
The reports :— 

Yorkshire. 

Reports to 2DR. 
5KZ has worked 52 stations. 31 of them being new ones, and 

all this on an indoor, current-fed Hertz.  He says it is the best 
aerial he ever tried.  The best QS0 was with 110E who gave him 
R6 ; power, 15-20 watts.  The Hertz is now in process of being 
moved out of doors, and even better results are expected. 
21/1, as forecast last menth, has got going with an indoor 

Hertz, current-fed, and with au input of 15-20 watts has been 
QS0 with Russia, Sweden, France, Germany and Italy.  He also 
worked the s.s. Tjalour, then off the Faroe Islands.  Keep it 
up, ()M. 
2Y t. has commenced operations on 45 metres, and using 8 watts 

from dry cells, has been QS() with LIT1B and BEN'33, and other 
Continentals.  His total ter two weeks was 27, and working was 
only irregular. 
5SZ has got a new tuned grid, tuned plate transmitter in opera-

tion on C. W. and font, using grid modulation and a 150-watter. 
He has not been on the air very consistently, but has worked 
five NU's in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th districts, and Il'AX in 
kVars,aw.  A little mild rag-chewing has been carried out with 
2DR on 175 metres.  5SZ has caused several large poplar trees 
to be cut down to 121t. from loft., but the improvement has not 
been as marked as one would imagine.  The trees were very close 
to the aerial system. 
BRS26 requires an apology from me, as I forgot to include his 

report last month.  Sorry, OM.  His receptien log includes 
Jamaica, 214Z; Macao, NAB: Ply ‘41.*AJ ; and 0, A4Z, as well 
as a 7th district NU.  The total month's bag (Deelbmber) was 
over 300 stations, and conditions not too good.  During January, 
'250 stations were logged. including 130 NC's.  I:13, OM. 
600 sent his last month's report too kite, so I have two to go in 

this month.  Using a Hertz and 2-8 watts only, he has- been busy 
among the Continentals, but nearly takes the Editorial bun this 
month by being QS0 with two Nt.'s, 2nd and 3rd districts, on 
9 watts, from an Evershed generator.  One OSO lasted forty 
minutes. and both reports were R5.  His second report still further 
encroaches on the aforesaid editorial bun, for on s watts, he has 
worked 10 more Nt .'s ef the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and sth districts. 
Florida on 8 watts is the goods, OM.  Keep it up. 
6YR has again entered the ring after an absence of two mulths. 

Using 3 watts from the same old Columbia dry cells (which have 
been in use over 18 months now), he has been QS0 with SM. K, 
and F, but has been busy rebuilding, and will be on the air shortly 
with an Eves-shed generator (hand driven).  Hope to hear more 
from you next month, ON1. 
5CX is a uewcomer to these columns, awl at present has been 

warking with an input of 2 watts on 90 Metres, for about two weeks, 
but finds the band somewhat dead.  He has worked Belgian K5, 
however, and wishes for reports and QS0's on this wavelength. 
Will any hams working on 90 metres get into touch with 5CX ? 
613R has emulated 2DR by having an argument with his oil 

stove!!  He says it had a sudden tit of (MO!  In spite of this, 
and an onslaught of 'flu, five more N U's have been worked, including 
NUSBAG, who was worked on 23 metres in daylight.  An aperiodie 
aerial is in use here, but the fundamental of it is not stated. 
6HF is off the air until March, but has done some work on 

master-oscillator circuits, using a current-fed Hertz aerial.  Using 
an input of 5 watts, he has been busy among the Continentals, and 
has had RS reports.  Fir finds that a variable grid leak is a distinct 
advantage on low power work.  I icing an L.S.5 valve, a .0005 mfds. 
condenser, and the leak fixed at 11.10,000 ohms. are very satisfactory. 
2DR is so busy looking after you fellows that he gets precious 

little time for working!  The old 50-watter has given up the 
ghost, but a hoary 150-watter has taken its place.  A new trans-
mitter has been built and will be on the air with a current-fed 
Hertz by the time these notes are in print. The photo of 2DR 

published in the BULLETIN for January was a gross libel, having 
been taken in 1924 when tN,I metre was the circler of the fi 

Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland and Westmorland. 
Reports to .All. 

6QT reports that he cannot raise anyone on 4:3 metres with 
4 watts input, except N2PZ.  There is something wrong here, 
OM.  Can I help you ? 
6YV has been very busy on 45 with an input of 50 watts, and a 

three-wire untuned aerial.  Twenty-five NU's have been worked, 
the second largest number reported to me this month.  Best report. 
was from  NUiliNI of R5, while 0A52 says that 6YV is the first G 
heard for two months.  I'13, OM. 
510 is on 8 metres at present and has worked 2CC on this wave. 
2AIZ is having trouble with the electric trains which invade his 

&quail], and is also rebuilding. 
There is a very large number of hams in this area doing good 

work, but sending in no reports.  %That about it, OM's ? Surely 
you can find time to drop 2AIZ a P.C. once a month.  Please back 
him up and enable him to forward bags of reports. 

Cheshire and North Wales. 
Reports to 61-W. 

North Wales seems to be without a home at present. so if any 
hams in this area will send reports to 6TW, they will be duly 
published, until they have an area manager of their own. 
2S0 is using 0 watts and is QS0 all Europe on C. W. and 'phone. 

He, like rue, is wondering where the results of the QR1) tests have 
got to.  He would like to fix up schedules with hams on 45 for 
March between 19.00 and 22.30 G.M.T.  Any (Afers ? 
61-W has had trouble with his 45 metre set, hut is going strong 

on '23, except that G's seem to be scarce on this wave.  A little 
rag-chewing is going on with 2S0 on 150 metres on Sunday 
miirnings from this station. 
There is sommre in the Cardiff area using 6TW's call-sign, 
and if he is a real ham, the practice will cease .forthwith. 
51)0 promised, as a New Year rtesolution, to report each month, 

but  as not come up to scratch.  What about it, OM  Don't 
stop at your own, but rouse a few Birkenhead hams up as well. 
6YQ N. Wales) sends me by far the best report of the month 

and deserves the highest praise for his excellent QRI) work.  He 
says 5MQ has helped him by giving valuable aerial hints.  Using 
5 watts only from 210-volt dry batteries, he has worked no less 
than 32 Americans, 1st. 2nd, 3rd. 4th and 8th districts, and also 
three Canadians, 1st, 2nd and :3n1 districts.  This on 45 metres. 
On 23 metres, he has worked five Americans, 1st, 2nd and MIL 
Average reports R3 to 6. Congratulations, OM.  wants 
reports from hams not further than "50 nules from l'rrstatyn 
for data on his aerial system. 

Lancashire.. 
Reports to 5XY. 

My note last month has had the desired effect, and reports are 
rolling up.  Keep it up, OM's, 
5MS is of! the air until Easter. 
5R/I has not been on much, but has worked U.S.A. 1St, 2nd 

and 3rd districts. 
5BH, it. is stated, is going to make a come-back on. to 45.  He 

was last heard working U.S.A. on 00 metres. 
2SW is now on 45 with 50 watts, and has wrirked U.S.A. 1st. 

2nd, 3rd, 4th and 8th districts, and Canadian 1st, 2nd and f3rd 
districts with an average R6 report.  He runs schedules with the 
following Nt -tir.:-.-113QD, 2C.V.I. 35j, aial 5A KN. 
6SZ has been too busy to get on the air this month, as he has 

been putting 6SX on the air. 
2 0 has been busy getting a high-power licence. ant has 

succeeded.  He will be on the air shortly with 250 watts, so we 
should hear from him in more senses than one! 
5MQ is using 7# watts from I-1.T. accumulators, and has worked 

several U.S.A. districts.  180 volts pressure is not high, but a 
pure D.C. note has a heap to do with successful DX work. 
.20' is rebuilding, but has been QS0 all Europe and Brazil 

on 10 watts only. 
5WQ also sends in a fine report.  He uses a B.T.H. Dynamotor, 

which is chain driven (some QRM from this. I think!).  Taking 
10 watts from this source, he has been QS0 all Europe, GHB, 
Brazil, U.S.A.  1st, 'Ind. 3rd, 4th and eth districts, Canada, 
Australia and India.  Hi! OM, when are you going to take a 
breather ? 
5X V has been on the 32-34 metre band with up to 150 watts 

input, and has certainly done some working.  His bag amounts 
to nine Australians, two FL's, ZVBL, three S. Africans, three BZ's, 
and 24 U.S.A. stations.  Also a new QS0 iii HIK (Dominica), 
who has not worked a G previously.  He says the best report of 
the month was Rr from Australian 2NO at 14.1.7)  Vv. 
FB, OM. 
Some of Lancashire's 200 hams have rolled lip this month, and 

you have certainly sent 5XY some fine reports.  Please keep it 
up.  You have got a sub-area manager who is a real live wire, 
and will look after your interests in tine style, so back him up 
in return. 

Isle of Man. 
Reports to 5XY. 

5XD is the only hero this month.  Has not been on the air 
at all, but provided himself with a little excitement by taking a 
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flashlight photo of his outfit, and nearly setting the happy home 
alight ! Damp the flash powder next time, OM, and emulate the 
photographer at the Convention! 
5.1 W (Manchester) sends a report just in time, and says he is 

rebuilding, and will shortly have a 250-watter on the air.  Let 
us hear how you burn the ammeter out. OM. 

Notts, Derby and Lincolnshire. 
Reports to 5CD. 

5CD has apparently forgotten that reports must reach me from 
sub-area managers not later than the 12th of each month, so I 
have only one report from this area, which has reached me direct. 
BRS34 ILis spent a busy month with his receiver. and has logged 

most things.  He reports bad conditions at first, improving 
towards the (li(i of the month.  The best thing he has bought 
this month is a stove!  Hope it does not smoke, OM. 

Irish Free State Notes. 
By 11B. 

THE ,ecretary has just told me that I have been appointed 
arra reprtentative for Southern Ireland, which was quite 
a surprise to me. 

Reporis for this month have no doubt been alreadv sent to 
5N J for inclusion in his Irish Notes ; but next month I hope all 
G‘rs will send in their reports to me not later than 10th of the month. 
We are a comparatively small body of transmitters, so it is up 

to us to keep our ends up and to let others know %%hat we are 
doing, so don't forget to report OM's. 
Remember that I cannot invent reports or undertake to include 

anything which I may have heard casually during the month. 
Once again, reports by the 10th of the month, phase. 

anish Notes. 
By E. Poi i -EN (1)7111.). 

7
 13X has worked a U station this month on 28 watts: he was 1(5. 
7DNI works with about 10 watts, and has now worked 
several countries in Europe. 

7I-AV works occasionally a schedule : he will now entirely rebuild 
the Stati011.  The new station will be a 70 watts crystal•cootrolled 
1:13!  1 he new transmitter will first be QRV in May, but he will 
work with a very tine RAC note the next month. 
71:j has this month done his first DX work : he connected 

with U.S.A. and got R3. 
730 does it very well.  He now uses only 1) as intermediates : 

no more 10. as many stations had mistaken it and thought it 
was F. etc.  He has worked FAsV X in Algeria and got R5 with 
14 watts.  His first OE station worked was Mc; l'. With 13 watts 
he has worked Li AXA and got R7. 
7MT has no DX to report.  His best QS() this month is p 1 ‘ F. 

who ga VC  R6.  Ile can now QR0 to 20 watts DC, but he says 
that he prefers the " tire wailer " for DX because the notes are 
much more constant.  Hi ! He ran crnly get more QSA reports 
by QR0-ing on short distances, such as 200 k.m.  He has heard 
from a tritons] in Paris that PA3A is a F8 station.  'In Paris they 
use this call sign t(.-) raise many more stations!  Indeed awfully ! 
7NI works a coupled Hartley with an input of 7 watts.  He has 

beeu QS0 Y'S and I. and is the first D station to work Greece : 
he got R7 there.  lie has also worked PA3A and got 16.  He would 
like to know the exact QRA. 
7XF has received z report from YDCR, 
7ZG has sent me five G reporting cards.  They tell him that his 

sigs. are heard very good on about 20 ni., the reports varying 
between R2 and R7.  He is transmitting on 47 in. with an Hertz 
aerial.  He can't understand that the G's can hear him on this 
wave but it a fact. 

French Notes 
By EF8PY. 

IAM starting these regular notes, hoping they will be of interest to .t11 our English ,speaking friends. 
We French have bon' since loog laughed at, as mostly all our 

stations used raw A.C.  One can now hear a great improvement in 
that way, and the 1)C notes are quite numerous in Finland. 
Our most consistent station is 8J N, who has only to press the 

key to have answers from all the world round.  Ilut he is now 
QItT for a short tune. 
8CT is working hard on 20 aild 45 metres; he has been QS0 

the Hong -Kong station VPS ; his phone has been received with 
perfect clearness by NUSALY. 
wiz has been heard on phone in Melbourne, his power being 

comparatively small. 
$JZ phone is heard very QSA in all Eurore, though his input is 

only 10 watts. 
An unlicensed ham T am not authorised to describe more clearly 

has had the pleasure to make the first QS() between 'France and 
Peru; his sigs were quoted R5.  The same ham received a QSL 

from AJ1K0 (Tokio, Japan), who heard him R:) at 07.00 G.M.T. 
He is also the first French who has worked AF8FOK, Saigon. 
SZB, who works with a power which never exceeds 2 watts, 

hi  been QS0 the States and Al DCR. 
ziGM, a very interesting station, is working hard on the antenna-

problem ; he has worked the Aussies with 6 watts on raw A.C. 
8NOX is going mad since he has been (ISO with 0111AU ; his 

antenna system is by force of circumstances very near the soil and 
surrounded by metallic roofs. 
8R1311 has worked NU3ARZ at 11.00 G.M.T., being received Rt3 ; 

power 70 watts. 
On 20 metres active stations are FM8MB and FMSST. 
A group of non-licensed hams. with a call-sign beginning with the 

figure 4, is using very little power. 
4RI.. has QRT for change of QRA ; he will then use -1PM.  Till 

now, with 1 watt his best DX has been SM‘'6, R7),  Watch for 
him. gang. 
413M, with a plate voltage varying from 60 to 90 volts, has got 

QS() with IAM3, who received him R$.  \VII') can do better ? 
In the dominions, AF1B, old FISQQ, is anew on the air, as he 

has now recovered from his illness. 
AI:61-0K has a c2RP transmitter which is in touch with every 

point of the globe. 
We ;ire informed that a ham in Madagast.7ar is signing TIzt) 

anyone heard him ? 
Amongst the receiving hams, some work has been done.  

R26.tot has received 0A2NO at 15.30 G.M.T. the same Aussie was 
worked by lAIX at 14.05 
The 6th District I  k received fairly well on 20 metres from 

1:).00 to 16.00 G.M.T., but it seems that these sigs are weaker here 
than in England. 
ROtil has heard R8, the new comntercial station HZA1, in Saigon. 
Very brat 73's to the gang. 

Calls Heard. 
New Sche me to encourage World- Wide 

Interest. 

Contributors Please Note. 

For some lime past we have considered the question 
as to how the usefulness of " Calls Heard " can be 
enhanced.  The number of lists submitted has in-
creased so considerably thai we have been complelled 
to make the following decision :-
1. In future no Calls Heard emanating from " G " 

stations or which hare their origin with members 
residing in the British Isles will be published. 
2. instead, our Calls Heard columns are open to 

Foreign amateurs only or those in the Dominions, 
3. Those British members or members resident in 

the British Isles who hare lists of Calls Heard which 
they desire to be pubhshed will render amateurs a 
service by communicating them to nembers abroad 
saying what they wish.  A number of contributors 
to Calls Heard who handle such lists will be found in 
back numbers of the BULLETIN.  Select the Q.R..I. 
which is best for your list and send it to thai member. 
4. In return we ask Foreign members or others 

who receive Calls Heard from our members to exchange 
their lists of" G " Calls Heard with them for publica-
tion in the BULLETIN.  No Calls Heard recelz.ed direct 
from the source of origin will be published. 
5. All Calls Heard should be headed with name, 

station and Q.R.A. and nothing else should appear 
mi the sheet except the Call: Heard which should be 
in BLOCK capitals and numbers and arranged under 
the various Intermitional Prefixes. 

Calls heard by Radio DCR. R. ), DRUDGE-COATIS, Cambridge 
Barracks, Rawalpindi, India, up to February U (received by Amateur 
Radio via G1-6NIU):  2rg, 21h, 2a0, 2xv, 2cc, tljp, 2dx, 
2vr, sup, 5hx, Shy, 5fq, 5tz, 5wq, 5ma, 6uz, 6ta, 6411). GC -5nw, 
fiko, (Snx.  timu.  G W -nib, 11z.  F-8e1, 8yor, 8ger, 
8jj. 8gi, Sip.  D-7bx, 7zrn, 714j, 7bd, 7mt.  U--last, elcvj, 
2atli, (Save, 6c.ku, tkkq, Skpu. 

Receiver O-V-1 Hartley: 13-b7, k3, k44, 1133, o, s4, v33, 4aa, 
41s, 4xs, bx-law,  cs-2un.  7ip, 7jo, 71o, 7int, 7ni, 
7wa, 774, Oxz, ear18, ear52,  8arm, 8bp, sep, 
8esp, 8ez, Sty, 8gdb, 8gi,8hsf, 8hu, 8i1, 8iu, 81d, 8kz, 8rnstn. 8nn, 
Sol, 8olu, 800, 8oqp, Spain, 8pj, 8gw, 8rip, 8rra, 8ssw, 8tis, 
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.8vvd, svz, 8wel, 8wy, Szai, 8zet, 4bm.  FA -srit, Svx.  G-2ab, 
2bi, 2bd, 2hq, 2ntn, 21-g, 62sz, 2vq, 2vr, 2xa, 2xv, 2xy, 2yx, 2zc, 
Sad, 5by, 541n, 5 fq, 5gs, 5gq, rigu, 5hs, 51s, 5ms, 2541v, Sru, 5sk, 5uy, 

5xy, 5ytii, 5zg, 613d, (Sbr, tici, (kir, tlfd, 613w, 611z, 61r, 6nh, 6o0, 
4ipti, 6vp, (Va.  GC-6ko, 611x, 6vo.  (4 -21t, 5wd, Ontu.  GW -
18b, 1911.  1-14.e, len, lett, ldo, 1er, lint, ma.  K-4aae, 4aca, 
4abl, 4dbs, 4gd, 41s, 41nea, 4px, 4qa, 4rm, Isa, 4sar, 4u1, 4xu, 4xr, 
41xy. 4yae, y8.  LA -le, lx.  N-odk, oly, arm, oqq, ad, ors, 
owl), owf, owin. pb7.  jz, ke, py.  P-lae, laI, laj, 
law.  Sic, sktr, sku, snish, smtc, smtx, smuj, sums, 

stnxu, smin. S-2bs, Snf. Tpay. U-ktp, ibes, Sabw. 
W- Aa. V---4.rp.  VS-7dd, 7kk, 7xx. -D. GROVE_ WillTEI 

56 W, Le Chalet La Chasse, jersey. 

2ba, 2cc, 2d1, 2db, 2gg, 2ju, 2nt, 2qy, 2sk, 2sq, 2qw, -2st, 2wn, 
2vs, 5ad, Sal, sax, Sat', 5bs, 5by, 5gq, Sgw, 5hk, 5ino, 5ins, 5nw, 
.5N, Ssz, 5td, 5uw, 5yk, Swq, 5xd, 6do, Ofa, 1;ft, figa,  6ks, Oka, 
61r, 6nk, tInx, 000, 6os, doh, tipg, 6rt, Oqb, 6qa, 6vp, tiwk, Oxl, 
tyr, 6yr, tiza, gi6mu, gi2it. 

Received by FSRVL in Laval (250 kills. West Paris) (December 
2.4, 1926, to January I, 1927.) 
QRK F8RVL?  (re QRP, radionti4 ro 20 volts, plate 2 minis. 

Pse QSL.  Everybody will he answered.  (QSI. pse direct to 
des $.) 
To Radios. - J2az, 2es, 2111n, 2nu, 2oq, 2qc, 2vq, 2xy, 5ad, 5bu, 
5fj, 5jw, 5gq, 51o, 511x, 5kc, Skit,  tnu, 5so, 5sw, 5us, Ix, 

•5za, 6at, ttcp, OW, Obr, tifa, 66, 6kk, 644, 64m, 6rni, 6ry, 6su, 6yd, 
Gyk, 67c, 6tg. 
TNX fr QS0, but I have never red. ml QSL.  Have u red. mi 
Pse QSL nw. direct to J.d.8.  TKS.  23's.  Happy New 

Year. -F8RVL. 

U laac, laap, lad, lacr, lahv, lajx, laqi, laqt, lasa, lazI, 
lbhm, lbhw, lbig, Mom, lcjr, leki, lere, lga, lkp, lie, Int, lor, 
1v), tvw, lvz, 2ag, 2ajf, 2anst, 2arm, 2aue, 2awq, 2awu‘ 2bir, 2bs, 
21)%%-a, 2cbg, 2ce, 243ev, 2ruq, 24-vj, 2vx, 2czr, 241h, 2fo, 2ie, 3akq, 
3bwt, 3cel, 3jtit, 3ay, 3jo, 3kr, 3ef, 3pf, 3ps, 3uv, 41m, 4ck, 4dv, 
411. ift, 4iz, 4kf, 41x, 4mw, 4oe, 1pr, 4st, 4wh, 8adg, Salm, Sagq, 
8a1u, 8arnu, Sane, 8arb, 8ayf, 8axx, 8144, 8brc, 8bvt, 8byn, 8cau, 
8cnt, 8coj, 8cpk, 8dan, $djp, 8dmz, 8gz, Sit, 8oq, grh, 8wt, 8xe, 
9bau, 9bkq, 9brx, 9cyw, 9mn,  C- lar, 2be, 3ael, 31u, 3jI, Swab. 
BZ -lac, lad, lak, lal, law, lbk, lbr. Ha, lib, 2af, 2al, 2ar, sql. 
R-bal.  Y-2ak.  PI -lbd.  0-aft, a5z, aflui, !sr.  A-5ja, 
5wh.  Z-4ak.  FA-8r11.  FM-&x. srbt, ocrb.  Miscellaneous 
-rItia, 19e, ktr, es2yd, vgjl, pi, wtiaj, la5b.  Who wants a card. 
Hrd 1st to 26th January, 1927. -(i213ZC, 38, Purley Avenue, 
London, N.W.2., 

Calls heard during _January, 1927, on 0-V -1 Reinartz A-
-(5DA). -13  k1S, k44.  C-Rid.  Ado, sgf, 8jcn, 8o11, 
8rk, 8ssk, Ssst, Syor. (-1-2gy (211), 21j (21111), 2wit (2x0), (5d4.), 
bac (5ma), 5oo (557.), (5tr), (5tz), 5u1 (5uw). (5xtt), 6fa (Old), 6ia, 
(611). (611k), (6ot), tiou (Mb, (0q0), 6ta (6uz),  1-1B -9xn.  1-lap, 
Ida, ldo, ldr, ler, Ita.  K-4sar, y4.  LA-lx.  0-aso.  P-
lay (6pe).  SM -(smv.D. sniwq, smws, stuxv.  U-lhk, Ijs, lxv, 
3akr, 3xg, Szz, Dew.  VS -7xx. Miscellaneous-frig, poz, wiz, 
fri4ru, xx2v, prvla.  Parenthesis ( ) meattF. crd rcd.  Tnx 0.M.'s. 
Please QS!. to BRS15. -C. W. COOMHER (HRS151, es Low Fell," 
53, The Avrnue, Sinibury-on--fhanit, Miiblk x, England. 

Plaj, p:ifz, jin2pz, smuk, gw1lb, yi2it,  Hee, ilgw, (run, 
g2c1c, yekni, grnij, g5mq, g5ad, g5pin, g5sz, gOog, griyd, g2xy, 
g6td, g5uw, g42jb, gary, g2qb, a2tm, a2yi, a2mh, a2rb, a2dy, a3bq, 
a5kti, a5bg, zlfe, zlao, z2ae, z2ak, z2xa, z:3aa, z3ar, zai, z4aa, 
z lac. -SoLomoN, Mackenzie Wireless Station, Demerara River, 
British Guiana, via 5SZ. 

30 to 45 mixes: A-2no, 2yi, 3px, 31N, 3ot, 3h1, 4rb, 4ci, 7cs, 
7cw.  b, a3z, a3v, a4v, a41, a5x, a5t, atin, a8p, Isr.  BZ 
lap, law, lak, la!, lam, lar, lao, laq, lbi, lbk, lbr, txa, 2ab, 
2ani, 2as, ha.  Z-laa, 4ak, 4ac, 3ai, 3ar, 2ac, 2ae, 2ak, 2xa, 2gc. 
1.1-4b1, 4km, 4rr, 4ft, 4iz, tic, 4cv, 4si, bakn, 5atf, 5kr, Samf, 
.6auk, tiann, Oadp, Oxi, ilza, 9hp, 9del, 9dr, Objp, 9bkq.  Y-lbu, 

2ak.  C-lad, lac, Ida, ldd, 2be, 2fo.  R-hd4, db2, 
aal, cb8. clni7.  Miscellaneous-1)9 A, ehf2, dalcw. ys711, 4-1123b, 
ch2as, flit). pilbd.  18 to 23 metres: Smzv, smuk, smvj.  U-
lbux, ladm, 1rd, lbdc, 2va, 2jn, 21p. 34:10, 8aly, lcinx. 
acd.  Misrellaneous--ohk, f8ct, kixtt, ditx1.--(alls heard by 
BRS27, January, 1927, at 3, Chertscy Road, Welland, Bristol. 

A-2yi,  5wh, ;es, 7dx,  B-b7, 14, k6, lar, 4mu, 4rs, 4xs, 
BZ-lbk,  tar, law, lib, 2am, 2ap, 2as.  C-lac, lar, kid, 
lwr, 2be, '211o, 21o. CS-2yd.  I)-ktr.  --ear48.  F-8vvd, 
8zet, 8cp, Sip, Arz. Synb, 8pnh, gut, 8gwd, 811, 81 m, 8wtc, 8qrt, 
8jw, 8bp, 8jr-tr 81c, Pjj, 8gi, Seq, 8kz, 8r1d, Sren, ggaz, sjc, 8ix, wel, 
Saki, Ajz, Sous.  FA -8jo, 8%-x. Fl -lb.  FM--8bbp, Sit.  GC-
6nx.  GW-11b.  1-1cr, ldr, lgw.  JM-2pz.  K-4abr, 4yae, 
4ka, 4sa, 4sar, 4yab, 4caa, 4abg, 4dka, 4nica, 4kav, 4tiao, 4abf. 
LA -5b 1e.  N--oro, odg, oqq, owvi, pcb8.  OE, hl, gy, zz, jz, 
gp.  PR--4sa. Q-Skp.  R las. S-2nm.  SM -ws, iv, sh, 

uk.  TP  ILar.  C-1rd, la%%e, lasf, lic, lamd,  Iblitn, laud, 
lxtn, lyb, lxsa, lrb, lbez, kw, Ii-f, In , Ilu, lzs, lql, Ida, lnyl, 
1py, lakm, laao, lyd, laxa, lga, lavl, larnj, lblb, lcaw, 
lej, lvo, larnu, 11), lbke, liw, latg, lasa, Ibvb, tbqc1, lir, lair, 
lbzd, lkf, lbj, Icx, luz, labz, tacit, 'no, ion, lmv, lbux, lkk, 
lvz, lvb, lcsx, 1111, 2cw, 2bwt, 21o, 2uo, 2cxl, 2cuq, s2ayj, 2als, 
2cyx, 2Ind, 2agn, 2ahiii, 2.rv, 2dh, 2ase, 2buy, 24 vj, 2ahri, 2awu, 
2tp, 211k. 2akz, 'ben, 2kr, 2cbg, 2etn, 2.acd, 2no, 2baa, 2cuj, 2wen, 
2anx, 2aar, 2pv, 2ku, 2brn, 3ahl, 31w, 3jo, 3acua, 3bwt, 3ay, 3ckl, 
3kr, 341, aay, 3iz, 3cdv, 3ckj, 3cv, 3k1, 3b1, 3bm, 3uv, 3cc, 4st, 
411k, 411, 4cv, ift, 4ut, 4uf, 4io, kid, 8bre, Mem, Sajn. 8sv, apt, 
8adg, 8ccs, 8ainu, 8drj, 8abv, 8cyi, 8wvi, 8bau, 8zae, 8djg, 8u1. 
YS-7kk, 7xx.  Z-2a, 2xa, 4aa. Vglj, jv, hjg. 
Pse QSI. QRK QRM QRN, QSS, QSB, ES ‘VX given. -A. S. 

Wit.t.tamsoN (BRS20, 100, Rushdale Road, Meersbrook, Sheffield. 

A-7cs, 71a.  I3-a4, ch5, h5, h6, m8, o5, 3ac, Irk, 4xs.  BZ -
laa, lac, lad, lam, lao, lap, laq, lar, law, ha, lib, 2ac, 2af, 2ag, 
2as, 5aa, Fab, sql, suf. CH -2ah, 2ar.  D-71p, 7m, 7zg, 7z1n. 
EAR -1, 6. F--8bp, 8ca, 8gi, 811, Sjn, 8kg, 8ku, 8kv, 8mm, 
8mw, 8vI, 8wy, 8zb, 8dnx, Sfwb, 8jrt, 8kmz, 8ncx, 8nox, Solu, 
8pob, 8rbp, 8ssw, 8tis, 8vvd, 8y111), 4bm.  1-1co.  K-ku, 2do, 
4abf, 4mra, 4ra, 4sa, 4sar, 4xr.  LA -lx.  N-pc68, Oag, Odk, 
Oko, Ontit, Opin, Oqq, 0th.  0--a41, a5x, a6m.  OE -gp, hl, jz, 
ke.  P-laj.  R--db2.  S-2nm, 211x. SM -In, sh, tn, to, tt, 
tx, us, vr.  U-laox, laqa, Iasf, taxa, then, lbux, lbzp, lckp, 
lcmp, 2gv, 2md, 2qu, 2ait, 2afv, 2cvj, 3af, 3uo, 3bwt, 4eq, 4ob, 

8aju, 8bbti, sben.  Y-der.  Z-2a, 3ad, 3ar.  Miscella-
neous: bxy, gked, kfsx, ref, gbm, gfa, poa, nau, spl, wiz, ocdj, 
sab, sad, lan, am, ido, ap4, fw, perr.  Heard between November 14 
and December 31, 1920, on O-V--1 Modified Reinartz (all below 
50 metres) by BRS25. T. A. ISERBVT, " LynmOuth," 18, Broughton 
Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey. 

Australia: QS0 2rg, 2no, 5ja, 5wh, Mtg.  Hrd 2an, 6ag, 6kx, 
31s.  Belgium: QS0 3aa, 3ab.  Hrd n5.  Brasil-QS° snl, law, 
laf. lar, 2a1, lbi, lsj, 2ag, lao, laa, sqlx, laq.  Hrd hundreds ! 
Borneo--QS0  sk2. Ch.--QS0 2id.  E mt -ktc.  Franctk--
QS0 8j11, Ssz, 8brn, 8kf, 8fj, Stuv, Six, 8rbg, 8hti.  Hrd 8jf. 
QS0 8fok, lb.  Hrd 8qq (now lb). G-QS0 6vp, 2k1, 5xy, (Rd, 
5nj.  11rd 21z, 2ods 2sz, 51d.  Hu--6c1j, 6buc (daylight).  1.QS() 
1 co.  Hrd lgw.  J -QS 0 I ts-. N --QS° owe.  ( ) -!  Pe- 1-1 rd 
Ozk.  Pi -QS(.) ill, ldl.  Hrd 3aa, Icw, Ian.  R-QS0 (10, 
db2, 41w4.  FIrd aa8, drn9, bal, d115, fal.  S-QS0 stntn, smuk. 
SS-Hrd 2se.  U--QS0 1t.mx,  'tic.  Hrd too many.  (Too lazy 
to rise early AM's for QS0.)  Y-QS() led, lint.  Hrd 2ak, thy. 
7.--QS0 lex.  Various-QS() and ir Java, gip.  Hrd every rom-
inercial on the air, they are all in our band.  Hi.-Stations heard 
and worked by (JASX, 30-45 metres, V-1 receiver. 

13-z9, tn8, s5, bl, p8, o8, k44, v33, n33.  BZ  lbr, 2ar. 
lak, 2be, 2bh, 2fo.  1)-7111t, 7bx.  EAR -44.  F--8eo, 8w11, 

8dgs, 86, Mrvu, 8apo, 8gaz, Sje, 8fp, 8jrk, Sow, 8ko, 8nox. 8o6°, 
8kz, 8wy, 8ut, 8ef, 8bvd, 8ugr, 8dd, Sho, esst, 8ssw, 8udi, 8zet, 
8yoic, 8lh, 8yos, gzb.  F. -Say, grit. G-2ih, 2gf, 2r.c, 2nh, 

2jj, 2nt, 2cb, 21j, 2ntn, 2.ze, 2gy, 2w1, 2xy, 2xo, 21mi, 241, 
51q, sad, 5xy, 51i, 5yr, Shy, 5za, 5xd, 61d, 61h, (ims, 01a, 11c1, Oko, 
Otx, l$ih, 6wq, Oycj, 8vp, 6(1, tizz, tiqb, 611, tSci, 6oh, 6ka, tird, Obt, 
6ia.  I-luvz.  h.-4rm, 4abf. 4xy, 4vo, 4xu, 4( ink, 4yab, 4gd, 
4abg, ss2S.  Ohb, Ouc, Odg, pc68.  P-lao.  R-fc6, 
eng.  Russia-2w1.  SM -ws,  VT,  us,  xt.  TP-vv.  Latvia 
Oa, 2xa.  lamu, lajx, lbfp, lavn,  lckp, lbke, 
lisu, lga, 71j, mu, Iro, hic, in!, lhh, 2ahm, 2avk, 2azk, 2ayi, 2bui, 
2bbb, 2beo, 2eyx, 2cej, 2ah, 2av, 2ay, 2je, 2jo, 2or, 3ahl, 3ef, 3kr, 
4ak, 41z, Sarg, 8akv, Sben, 8dal. sky, Spinr, 8bpl, Saw, Sax, Ska, 
8kz, 811, 8vj, 941w.  Y-2ak.  61 -2it, Smo, 5wd, Omu, 6wg. 
CW -11b, 14b, 18b.  Miscellaneous-hm, ohk, ktr. -Week-end 
DX heard during January, 1927.  Heard at BRS41, J. B. SCOTT, 
9, Upper ("tamale Avenue, Ratligar, Dublin, Ireland. 

U  laae, laam, labz, lag, lair, lap, lava, law, awf, lbez, 
lbhin, lchp, lrmf, ldci, Its, lmv, ins', lqn, lvc, iVZ, lxm, lza, 
2anx, 2ayj, 2azk, 2bch, 2beo, 21.7e, 2ej, 21o, jni,  2kx. 2otn, 2um, 2va, 
3akr, 3bwt, 34:c, 3dh, 3jo, 3%-f, 3xk, 4bn, 44-v, 41a, 41t, 4hx, 41v, 
4tni, 4rh, 4M. 8ba, 8bj, 8ceq, Alwr, rick, 9etv. 911p.  F-8aro, 
8bum,13din, seb, 8ez, 8fk, 8fp, 8gi, 8ho, 8iI, 8jj, 8jo, 8kz, Sins, 8py, 
Sqrt, gsmf, 8vx, 8zet.  FM -8j0, fm8pm, nowb, nocmx, nopm, 
doxz, d7bi, d7iii, d74, dixx, k4va, k4sa, k44-s, k41d.  B-e9, 4ar, 
k6, o8, n38, k44, o5.  I-m a, ifc. lgw, lcw, ldr, lda.  P-laf. 
EAR -42, ear 52, ear44, ear 19, smto, sjds, sktr, smsh, s7nb, rlua, 
ohu, nes, lalx, c8af, caw, clak.  BZ -lak, bzlaw, qgkp, (18or, 
oa7h, oa8p, a5mh, a5wh, ydcr, mldh.  Miscellaneous-wik, wiz, 
fw, rcrl, sgl, sjb, sme, pcmm, ghk, rxm, anf, and.-Iird on 0-V-1 
from January 1 to February 8, 1027. -RONALD J. DENNY, GONK, 
Waverley Road, Weybridge. 

A-2bk, 2y1, 5tu, 7cs, 7rh.  B-bl, 012, h5, z9.  C-lam, tar, 
3aj.  1)-71x1, 7rw, olz.  ET-241k.  F-8ak, Abp, 8gi, 8pz, 
Sew, 8kz, 8nox, 8olu, Synb, &Au, 8wel  FA -8jo.  GW -11 b, 
11z, 13c, 14r.  11x1, lgw, ldo.  K-4au, 6aea, 4uak, 14. 
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M  5Ne.  N--oly, owb, opm.  O—liv.  0—a3u, a4in.  SS  2se. 
12-1hk, had, 1pd, laao, lckp, lump, lajx, 3yo, 7ji, Saul, 9ek, 9xi. 
(India) —dcr.  Y (Uruguay) —lak, lar.  BZ —lac. laa, lak, 

2am.  Various--ohk, perr. pettr-zdi-, q6yr. plaw, 1pz. —Calls heard 
between January I and February 9, 1927,o utside England, Scotland, 
Northern Ireland and Wales.  Glad to QSL giving QRK. QSB, 
QRH. QSS, WX.  Please QSL to F. C. Masos (G2BXMI, 80, 
Forburg Road, London, N.I6. 

DX received at G2BCA, E. W. B. Briscoe, Home Lea, The Ford-

Date. 
09,1.27 

rough, Four 
Time.  Call. 
21.15  1301 
21.1.1  CSRG 
"1.9'9'  N I '2MD 
"1.6'5  NIIBMS 
23.06  U1X M 
23.07  C2BE 
23.09  I '4RM 
23.09  I '3BJT 
"3,12  I '813PQ 
23.20  NI '2AN N 
23.24  NI  
23.57  MI '2A1' J 
00.01  l'21:0 
00.05  C21)0 
00.10 CH AS 
00.11  BZ92.AK 
00.12  B21AW 
00.20  BZ Bl. 
L)0.30  BZIAR 
00.44  BZ1A0 
00..50  BZ21A 

Received i.on o-v-1 mod. Remartz. 

46' 
35 
35 
36 
36.5 
37 
39 
41 
36 
37 
42 
32.5 
34 
33 
34 
328 .  
34 
34 

()As, Sutton Cold held. 

35  R3 
40  R6 
41  R6 

R3 
R3 
R3 
R-1 
R5 
R2 
R4 
R5 
R4 
R3 
R3 
R4 
R6 

R4 
R7 
R6 
R3 

• 

AC 
AC 
AC 
AC 
AC 

"C 
AC 

DC 
AC 
AC 

1)C 
DC 
DC 
DC 

RAC 
AC 

Calling. 
CV 
CQ 
CQ 
CQ 
A:3Z° 
G2RG 
CQ 
CQ 
CQ 
CQ 
NI:8C\ M 
CQ 
G5YK 
CQ 
BZ1AR 
CQ 
CQ 
CQ 
CQ 
CQ 
C112AS 

A-2yj, 7dx.  BA -2a.  BZ —Ial, lbr, ha. lib. 2ag. ptr. snf. 
C- -2be.  CF!- 92ab, 2au.  Fl —lb.  0- a3b, a4z, a5j, ax, aen. 
P1--3aa, %%11,4  R (Russia)- lua.  U—laae, laep, laer. lakm, 
lani, laqt, lasr, lbez, Ibjk, led, knit, lcue, Idc, lgp, lqa, lqb, 
lid, lxm, 2afo, "arra, 92.arnj, 2aqw. 2avb, 2cyx, 2dh, 21o. 2qr, 
3afg, Sal* 3bqz, 3ee, 3ds, 3ckl, 3gx, 3jo, 3ue, 4ev, 4du, 4if, 4u1, 5aaq, 
54s, 5asw, 5atf, 5jf, ern, Sarg, Savj, Sbf, 8bsu, sine, 8qh, 8rh, 9ark, 
9t 1, Obeq, Islam 9tanm, 9ess, 9drn, 9dsr, 9.d, 9e1i, tihp, 9sj. 9tlin. 
N'arious—anf. !pi, ws, cb3, not, ref, jes, 5ua. hzal, tr2xg. V I 
2bg.  Y (I'ruguay)--2ak.  Z- 2bx, 3ar, 4ac.  At 13RS2. Dec.einber 
4- -January 7, 30-50 metres on o-v-1. —K. B. DAVIS, 140, College 
Road, Moseley, Birmingham. 

ladm, Lift, lahv. lair. lajx, hu m. laqt, lasf, 
lawe, laxa, lbfx, lbhs, lbqt, lbyx, lch. lcmf, Iciip, isnz. lixa. 
11j, 1mal, lql, lwl. lxj, 2ahm, 92akz, 2atrib. 2amj, 2a% k, t!ayj, 
2bir, 92eLg, 2cuq, 62cvj. 2cyx. 62dy, 6411, 2gy, 2kx, 62tp, 62tik, 2uo, 
3bqp. 3edv, 3in. 3jo, :3it, 3kr. 31d, 4ab, 4du, 4tz, Safq, 8bau, Sccs, 
8xe, 9cia 9eas.  Canada- C : lac, Ico, ldq, 2be, 2do.  Brazil--
BZ : lac., lad, lak, lao, law, lie, liv, 2ab, 2af, 2ag, 2ar, sq1. rg. 
Argentine- R : cb8, hb5.  Sundries- -sst4max. pilid. cbf2, ezlia, 
d)a41. ch2b1, lw, icagl.  January 23 to 31. 25-50 metres, by L. L. 
Paaav (BRS29), 106, Church Road, Moseley, Birmingham. 

G's  2db, 2xv, 5sk, 5so, 5sz, 5uy, tin. 6fs, 6ms, lird, 6yu.  B's • 
3xx, p7.  F's---8ut, suga, Sir.  GW- -lsb, sqlq.  SB- -2aj, 
K- 4ap, gly.--Received on a Loss Reinartz,  I step AF.  1. N. 
GovisToN, 2AFS, Edgeleigh. Warwick Avenue, Coventry. 

B-4aa, n33, ftlyor. f8gi*. ear4 I, klyae*, plaf, plao, giltf, gtyv, 
giby.* Kel m gOoo, g6yq, g5nw.* gs2ip.̀  Unknown- BLI. (QRA 
*(Q.S()d). All cards answered.  Heard by Radio, January 21-24, 
1 -2AVR, 770s, Bay Parkway. Brooklyn. N.Y.. U.S.A. 

U.S.A. —laac, abn, abz, arg, ach. adm, afj, ag, aic, air, akm. 
amd, aom, ;1qt, asa, as!, asr, avg. avl, awe, axx, azcl, ben, bez, 
bfz, bhin, bhs, bhv, bhw, hnm, bux, bxl, cbg, cjc, ckp, cat, cnz, 
ere, ex, dee, di, ic, in, ka, lc, Ij, lw, lz, ql, rd, tz, vz, wz, xtu, yb, zs, 
2adh. agn, ags, ah, ahrn, aim, arnj. aop, art], apu, apv, aqw, an, 
arm, ase, avr, avj.azk, bbb, beo, bui. bum, rbg, cdr, cfz, t-qo, cuq, 
cut, fa, fj, to, jn. nik, tp, v11, wl, 3afv, ahl, ajc, ‘iiir, aun, ay, bg, 

btq, bwl, cc, alv, cc, cin, ef, in. kx. Id. zni. lab, ak, aah. dd, 
gz, hx, it. II, nh, &tad, afq, aka, am. aly, bja. byn, cau, cyi, dae, 
dbe, dsy, It, rh, sh, xe, z.w, 9abis, bwo, rip, cu. ctp. cry, kgdq. 
A- -2no, 3lan, 3bq, 3qa, :3xo, 4an. 5hg, 5ja, 5wh, 7cs, 7cw, 7dx. 
Z- -2xa, 3ar, 3mg, 4ac.  157.- -lad, la.(, lak. lal, lao, laq. lar. 
law, lbl. lia, lib, 2ag, 2ar, 2as, 2ia, 5ab, ptf, ptq, ptil, snf, 
C- lar, ldq, 2al. 92be, 3.aln, 3adl, 3akb. C- •142.  CH- 2aj. "as, 
3ag.  R- db2,  ga2,  11(.14,  en.8, dm7.  V- led.  2ak.  0- 144, 
a3b, £5i, a4f, a41, a4v, a4z, a5x, ant. a6n.  M- 1j. lit, 1p.  West 
Indies—hik, pie, q8kp, jm2pz.  Japan —jes.  Java- -.Inc. and. 
anf, eipk9.  China—filb, fi8fok, vps, hxy.  62zy. der. 
Cameroun---fopm.  20 rnetres—ulrd, 2jii, 8aly, g5hs, 5yk, 2kf, 
lard. Wm, ler. K----1xii.  Heard on Reinartz phis 1 LI:, January 1-

& F. SMITH (BRS3). 101. Hightield Road, Saltley, Birm-
ingham.  Full reports waiting for all the above who QSL for same. 

Corres ndence, 
Instructions to Correspondents. 

We are always glad to hear from »umbers.  Corres-
pondence published in these columns should be written 
clearly on one side of the paper and marked " For 
Publication." 
Ail correspondence should be addressed to the 

Editor, T. & it. BULLETIN, who reserres the right to 
refrain from publishing any material which is lacking 
in general interest or for other reasons. Correspondence 
for publication will not be acknowledged. 
Correspondence must be kept reasonably brief. 

SPEED 
To the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 

Guess this is deserving of publicity :- -Heard on the 90 metrt-
band by G6YQ during a lull in 23m. DX.  G6MK calls G5JA for 
17.5 minutes, then QRT's with  6MK over to 5J A over over "— 
all performed with 5 u  ! 
Isn't it priceless 
73's, OM. 

Gao. A. 
C;r6VQ_ 

" Holmleigh," Hillside, Prestatyn. 
P.S. —Pse spare them pain! 

SPACERS AND CHIRPS, 
To the Editor of I. & R. BULLETIN. 

%K SIR, —With reference to the letter from the pen of (i5N1(? 
in your current issue on the subject of " Chirps and Spacers." may 
I be permitted to voice an added protest against the now all too, 
common practice of keying transmitters by the " spacer " method. 
I hesitate to prescribe any specific method by which chirps can 

be eliminated without recourse to a spacing wave, but some sage 
gentleman should rise upon his hind kgs to inform me that my 
"dope " is all rot.  Nevertheless, a fe‘% remarks on the subject, 
directed chiefly towards the "input 10 watts maximum " men,. 
may not pass wholly unheeded.  In parenthesis, 1 would coyly 
remind the high power (?) performers that even our good friends. 
WI K, WIR, and WIZ, each keying Xn Kw., find it practicable to• 
work without spacers. 
Now, you 10-watt OMS, it simply isn't necessary to pollute our 

Lilliputian band of kilocycles with those ear-splitting spacing waves. 
Time was when, for lesser offences, men were neatly skewered to 
oak-trees- aye, and lamp-posts- - just as to-day you rivet QSLs 
to your shack walls! 
Let us see what may be the cause of that horrible chirp or violent 

QSSS you seek to cure.  ()f course, it may be that ubiquitous 
flash-lamp bulb which adorns the nodal point of your Hertz, and 
by the light of which you watch the snail as he feeds on your 
cabbages.  Or, is it that you work without a grid condenser and 
leak because their inclusion results in QRP by a watt ? Give them 
another trial, OM —arm yourself with .0005, .001, and .002 ml. 
condensers, a variable water-leak constructed froni an ex-pickle 
jar, and some patience. Then try each condenser in turn, keying 
the H.T.  You will surely find a combination which produces a 
ehirpless note.  My experience is that a leak resistance very little 
below the value which results in a " howl" causes the keyed wave 
to appear crystal-controlled.  (D7MT and 6GFD asked if it was so.) 
Perhaps you have found all that out for yourselves, cured the-

chirp, but are harassed by spasms of QSSS.  I wouldn't dare 
suggest loose connections—oh! dear no !—vou are sure to have 
soldered everythin& possible, and wrenched all your nuts " home 
with a footprint. But what about that grid leak electrode which 
is connected to LT ? A piece of 4BA brass rod, naturally, and 
seaweed and lichens are growing round it in the electrolyte.  Pour 
the liquid down the sink, OM, and start afresh with clean water 
and an obliquely pointed carbon rod in lieu of the brass one. 
Maybe you own a splendid spacer, yet are in ignorance of it. 

Possibly you have 2 infs. worth of the finest foil and mica across. 
your supply terminals, oscillator side of the key.  In a moment of 
madness, I had.  On working G6NX, his first request was that I 
should remove my spacer before we talked business.  As I was 
keying HT. 1 argued that it was not my property at all.  Of course, 
6NX must have '6 tin ears" to say that it was, but -6NX won ! 
(My apOlogies, OM.) 
Now, fellows, if you look at it seriously, don't you think recourse 

to spacers is an admission of defeat, quite apart from its being a 
wicked waste of juice ? That they are unnecf-ssary and superfluous 
is my opinion, but if any OM will come forward with a reasonable 
and convincing argument in their defence. I will willingly reply 
with " QSK." 
Until such time, may I echo the entreaty of a higher authority 
" Please don't do it! "—it isn't cricket. —Yours sincerely, 

Gico. A. Mass m CA W. 
" Holmleigh," Hillside, 

Prestatyn. 
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FRENCH QSL DIFFICULTIES. 

To the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 
Is it not time something were done by the T. & R. Section 

officially to get a line up on the French QSL difficulty? 
At the moment I have over forty cards unanswered, and I know 

that many more stations are in the same position. 
Surely it would be. worth the Ll or so asked for to get earth 

over?  We all know J. dcs 8's attitude, but because they are 
unsportingly inclined, it seems rough luck on the many stations who 
expected service from France when they joined up with T. & R. 
h it aseless to ask F stns not to osl via J. des R, they will do it, 

even when they are asked to send via j. des Ems. 
T. & R. should make a move ai once; in the meantime. I would 

suggest that no QSL cards to France be sent until some guarantee 
is given that we shall get a card for a card. 
I shall be glad if you will publish this letter, as suggestions may be 

forthcoming. —Yours faithfully, 

107, Friern Barnet Road, 
London, Nil. 

J. CLARRICOATS (GOCL). 

FALSE CLAIMS. 

To the Editor of T. & R. Bei.t EMS, 
DEAR SIR. —I read in a recent issue of The Wirekss Warta a 

letter from a young transmitter stating that he has worked Iceland. 
and claiming to be the first to have established communication with 
that country. 

would suggest that it would be to the advantage I if al! concerned 
if such communications were sent to the T. & R. BULLETIN, the 
Editor of which is better able to gauge the wisdom of' otherwise of 
printing such matters. 
Although there may be others who will claim priority, I do happen 

to know that Iceland was worked by G2KF (Partridge) in 1923. 
It is not this specific instance, but the general policy which I con-
demn, of young transmitters rushing into print over such trivial 
matters; if they must and an outlet for their enthusiasm, why not 
help the coro pondence columns of our own journal by sending up 
the result of their work to the Bintririx ? Not only is the" matter" 
of more interest to readers of the ButaxgriN, but an opportunity is 
also given of preventing foolish claims from appearing in print.- - 
Yours faithfully, 

105. Castelnau, 
Barnes, S.W.13. 

KENYON SECRETAN, 

THE RANGE OF ATMOSPHERICS. 

To the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 
I note in the T. & R. Log Book in a letter from the Chairman of 

the N.P.L. that mention is made of the probable range of atmo-
spherics. A brief report on some tests which I made with a New 
Jersey station last spring may possibly be of some intereg to 
others. 
We were on schedule every night for a period of approximately 

seven weeks, and during the course of our tests we made use of th 
break-in system of transmission, with great success. 
Thus it was possible to transmit whilst receiving the distant 

station, without a trace of interference from the local transmitter ; 
and it occurred to me, one night, that it would be interesting to 
check whether the same atmospheric disturbances which were 
worrying me were affecting the distant station.  Accordingly, I 
indicated that I would transmit a short dot for every static" crash" 
and a tong dash for every continuous roll of static. 
This was done, and after a few minutes silence, my friend broke 

in and intimated that the transmission and static discharee coin-
cided in each case.  We then reversed the process, and it became 
tny turn to listen.  It was certainly interesting to hear the tw,, 
signals coinciding in each case. 
We repeated these experiments on a number of nights, and with 

one exception, they always checked up.  The exception was when 
static this end was slight and rather bad over the other side.  On 
this occasion they still checked up in a number of instances, so we 
assumed that the centre of the disturbance was on the further side 

towards the Pacific Coast —of the American station. 
These tests, as far as they went, prove. I think, that atmospheric 

storms have a range of at least 1.500 miles—assuming that in the 
first instance the centre was midway between the two stations„ and 
possibly 4,000 or 5,000 miles at the last instance. 
In conclusion, I would add that great use was made of this know-

ledge, inasmuch as it was possible to maintain considerably more 
reliable communication under bad conditions, by just pausing a 
moment during a bad spasm of static and resuming as soon as 
Goeditions permitted. The distant station was thus confident that 
he had not missed any words during the bad intervals—this system 
is well worth cultivating, since it enabled us to fix up important 
engagements, and carry out our tests on nights whirh normally 
would have made it n.g.-- -Yours faithfully, 

A. G. Wnop, 65137. 
93, Upper Tulse Hill, 

London, S.W.. 
P.S. -1 am now on the air crystal controlled on a wave of 45.5 

metres.  Please QSL OMs. 

WE STILL WANT 
TECHNICAL ARTICLES! 

EXAGGERATED " R " STRENGTHS. 
To the Editor of 1. & R. fieLLETIN. 

I think tittCL is fully justified in the point he raises over 
exaggerated '4 R" strengths, especially where foreigners are 
concerned, though I cannot agree regarding the " SRI, QM, QSS, 
and QRM " exactly. 
I have had cases of 13 or N stations coming in R7, say, and then 

my pearest neighbours (F) start in with RO. and the original ham 
sounds weak in comparicon. 
As far as QtiS is concerne-d,  N's, and B's have been noticed 

to fade from. say, R8 to ll. and at times lower. 
If one's own station is being received under sim tar conditions, 

and if a doubt exists, I suppose it is only human to try and please, 
and the highest " R " is given. 
As I claim my station to be the furthest south G station, it 

will be seen that being near RAC haius, I get most of them at 
full strength, and there is no exaggeration when some of them 
are concerned.  fHi!) 
A point is puzzling me, and perhaps some other hams may be 

interested, and be able to give a ruling ? 
2/C stands high, unsureened, aerial pointing N.N.E., loose end 

North, and I have only to call a 13. N, F or I station to get a QS0. 
WIZ is s-_reened from the North, stands low, aerial pointing N. 

with loose end South, and has only to call SM, Ireland, etc., and 
he gets a QS0. 
OHZ worked his first Italian last month, and 2ZC has never 

yet worked SM, and in a year has only lowed three. 
Seemingly what is a blind spot for one, isn't for the other. 

‘Vliv ? 
I. found this island very dires•tional on sonic long waves, as an 

aerial erected on low ground brought in Birmingham (BBC) and 
Glasgow was silent. 
On high ground (just above) Glasgow, on the same set, was 

OK, and Birmingham silent. 
Five miles separate 27.0 and 611Z, and each station has noticed a 

decided inclination to get " types of R strengths " from different 
directions. 

Yours, 
A. M. HOUSTON FERGUS, A.N1.I.W.T. 

(G21.0 and IBA). 
La Cotte, La Move, Jersey, Channel Islands. 

QSL's VANTED IN BELGIUM! 
To the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 

Nv%epair :_..  ill you please insert the following announcement in your 

" Following QS0's, Belgian amateurs BV8, M2 arid 4RK, claim 
Q.SL's from the following :—G2PP, !GC, 2CS, 2VS, 2LC, 211, 
a2VG. 2VQ, 2VL,  NT, 5WI, Ffl k, 5FF, 5WP, OHY, OIA, 6V1', 
61< K, JU.  Ireland. -5WD, tiNX, 14C." 
Pse. QS1. via R. B., 11, Rue du Congres, Bruxelles. 
Thanking you in anticipation.  J. RIC IIA 

To the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 
1<flOwitig that you are interested in DX conditions with the 

Antipodes, I thought possibly the few details given herewith may 
be useful, as apparently very tew G stations are aware that A and Z 
*pals can be received and worked during the midday hours. 
During the past few ‘s-eeks, I have logged the following stations 

at tunes shown hereunder :-
1926.  G.M.T.  QSB  Strength. 
Dec. 19  10.30  Z4AA  wkg  FCSEM  DC  R4 

10.40  Z3AR dg  CQ  AC  R3 
11.00  Z3A R wkg  G15NJ  AC  R3 
11.37  Z3.-kft still wkg 514,1  AC  R4 

19427. 
Jan.  0 13:0  V..!N() wkg  LAIX  AC  R2 

It •23  l'.XA clg  1= IS M<  DC  R3 
14.45  .A5WH dg  CQ  DC  R3 
14.57  A2NO clg  0A5X  AC  R4 
17,50  A2NO wkg  CoVUD  AC  R4 

Jan.  9 09.20  14AK Lig  FAVOR  AC  R4 
12.35  A2NO wkg  A714  AC  R4 
12.45  AIR[  wkg  VICNIF  AC  R3 
All on wavelengths betweeu 32 and 36 metres. 

As you will observe from this e.Xtractiof tny log, Z and A sigs appear 
to be audible throughout the day time ; and as the period covers 
three separate week-ends, apparently this reception is no freak. 
Of course, the weather conditions lately have been very inueli the 
saine, with barometer on lugh side for some werlei. 
I have heard several European stations calling them LA1X, 

S2NM, l IG‘‘. etc., but with the exception of 5N j no G stations. 
The strengths of the sigs given by me are very low, but as my 

aerial is an absolute " dud," other amateurs very likely will get 
them better. 
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Trusting these kw details may IN' of sonic use to your-self and 
other transmitters. 

7:t 's. 
R. A.13Aart.Err (BRS27, T. & R. R.S.G.B.1. 

. hertsey Road, Redland, Bristol. 

1 0 the Editor of T.  R. 13ILLETI. 
Msg from SHBZL, Demerara, British Guiana, January 31, 

(12.141 G.M.T., to EBY8 for QSR to Lngland amateur stations: - 
1)se would you be so kind to listen my sigs UI QRI' ten watts 

next night between February 1 and 15. at 23.00  here 
new on the air, DC wavelength 42.  Will byv glad tolQS0. 

Mist 73's, 
SHBZI_. 

MEASURING SMALL QUANTITIES' 11.F. CURRENT. 
To the Editbr of T. 61-. R. 1 ILETI N. 

May I call attention to an error in the article by " L. E." on 
' An Accurate Method of Measuring Small Quantities of High-
frequency Current " in the February BULLET! N. 
The author assumes that when a resistance (carries an AC. 

current, together with what may be termed a 1)C polarising current, 
the heating effect is proportional tob the square of the sum of the 
two currents  "rhis is not so. 
Let the DC current he a and the W current be I) sin 0,  

the max. AC current is b and its RMS value --ror 

Thfin the inqantaneous current through the resistance i-. 
a -;--b sin A ; and the heating effil t is proportional to the squarc 
of this : 

al i- 2.ab sin 0 -4- hi sini 0. 
The average value of this for one complete cycle gives the heating 

effect which must be compared with that given by direct current. 
This average is obtained by integration and N :- - 

1  2,1 f 
(a! ; 2ab sin O' b'. Sin !IP dO 

2n  o 
b 

,itnplifies down to :--a2 This 

Remembering that h is the max. value of the _NC, awl that the 

RNIS value say c-

by  
Now if (a +d) is the DC 

have the relation :or  — 
(a+dia=(al 4-ct) 

aa4-2ad-f-ds==a1- cs 
or ca =d11 +2ad 

From which c may be calculated. 
The assumption made by the author 

cr-if 
or cl=da 

which is obviously incorrect. 
Note that we have assumed that the resistance of the filament 

remains constant for the above calculations.  Since this is not so, 
however, further corrections are necessary it the mrthod is to give 
an accurate rksult. 
I trust that  L. L." will not be discouraged by this eriticism 

which is intended to be quite friendlv, but as I have known other 
people make the same error, it seemed that a letter of this kind 
might be useful. 
Possibly you might spare a little space for a simple explanation 

of what is taking place in the case considered.  Although the 
heating effect is usually referred to as laR,we should remember 
that. it is really given by the watts absorbed or I.E.: now when 
the DC value is increased from a !-d the volts go up front (aR) to 
(a+d)R.  If, however, there is AC superimposed upon the DC, 
the DC volts remain the same as before the AC was added.  The 
additional heating is therefore due to AC volts - AC amps (since 
the. filament is a pure ri 
Hence, using thi:. same yrribols as before, and in addiern R7= 

resistance  of  filament 
DC heating effect==-a  aR  faR 
AC 

we see that the heating effect is given 

tp  f1 

gi\ing the same heating effect, we 

is that :- - 

c ch =--c41? 
Total  hea t ing ----a& 

A result which is in complete agreement wtih that obtained 
above, but being obtained by simple reasoning instead of by 
maths. may appeal better to many of your readers. 
Should you or " L. L." be interested. I should be pleased to 

work Out the correetions, allowing for the change of resistance of 
the filament of the valve and making them into a short article 
showing how the method may be used for accurate meAsurement. 
Apologising for the length of this letter. 

I am, 
Yours faithfully, 

F. Aut.wrii,  l.Se. ((liAT) 
28, Ferry Street, 1)lidley, Worcs. 

To the Editor of T. & R. BULLE TIN. 
English hams.  If you have not yet received QSL from EB4AR 

from your QSO, write to QTC, 38, Rue de Suede, Bruxelles. 
4AR. 

MORE QSL's WANTED. 
To the Editor of T. & R. BT'LLETI 

I would he much obliged if you could find room in the Bt: LLE TIN 
for a complaint about QSL's. 
I always endeavour to QSL every station worked or every person 

who sends me a report, but on looking through my QSL records I 
find that many stations have never teplied to my cards acknow-
ledging (,),SO's. 
in case my cards have gone astray. would you mind publishing 

the following call-signs of amateurs who have worked my station 
but have not acknowledged my cards ? 

G2CC, G5ZA, YS7XX, BS4, Gt1BR, D7BX, OCMV, 
G2MX, GOOLT, S2NS, BAS, GeNX, BT1, F8X1-1, BH5, G5S0, 
F8LZ, 6510, G6IA, G5US, GW14C, G6DA, GAWP, G6YU, G6A I, 
Cs5S K. 

I remain, 
Yours faithfully, 
M. H. W N r  BI. T If (G6HE). 

Tankersley, Nr. Barnsley, Yorks. 

QS0 INDIA. 
To the Editor of T.& R. Bri.Lti.Tis. 

I would be obliged if you would let T. & R. members know that 
I am carrying out daily tests with YDCR (R. J. Drudge-Coates, 
Cambridge Barracks, Rawalpindi, India).  I work with this station 
at 18.00 G.M.T. each evening, and will be pleased to QSR experi-
mental rnesages bound for India or the Far East.  DCR is anxious 
to have reports from Europe on his signals (on 40 metres, IX, 
QSBi, which should be forwarded either directly by card or by 
amateur radio via 6MU.  I have arrranged with Mr. Drudge-Coates, 
who is a T. & R. member, to let me have calls heard and other 
reports at regular intervals for the BULLETIN. 
Flare is the first list of calls heard during the past week, during 

which rectption conditions have been decidedly poor at Rawalpindi: 
5BY, 5U W, 5W4, 6ZM, OUZ. 

GI. -21T, 6MI 
tICVW, 6BUC, 8CCS, SCAr, 9H13, 9EIV 

Yours faithfully, 
E. MEGAW (GI6MU). 

Arden, Fortwilliam Drive, Belfast. 

BEST TIMES FOR RECEPTION IN AUSTRALIA. 
To the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 

I have recently received a letter from a Mr. T. H. Harris, of 
Sydney, Australia, in which he tells me that the following times 
are the best for reception in Australia of European stations :— 
Summer, in Australia (November to April), Sydney time 4 a.m. 

to 6 a.m. Afternoons no good owing to QRN. 
Winter in Australia (May to October), Sydney time 4 a.m. to 
7.30 a.m., and 3 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. 
Best and strongest reception in mornings. 
Mr. Harris will report to each European station he hears. 
Perhaps the above information would be of interest to other 

hams.  Yours truly, 
B. J. AXT EN (G2VJ). 

Ravenscourt, 78, Ealing Road, Wembley. 

A PURE DC NOTE AND DX. 
To the Editor of T. & R. BI7LLILTIN. 

The great advantages of the use of a quartz crystal to control 
the frequency of a transmitted wave are well known, and it will, 
I think, be generally agreed that crystal control is the best method 
known at present of ensuring an extremely steady signal being 
transmitted. 
When, however, one conies to consider the relative merits, for 

DX .purposes, of an extrondy pure DC note as compared with one 
having a slight ripple, the advantages of the DC note are not, to 

ELECTRON 
stfarli PANELEGS 40 tiais,,Ave, PATENT IP 2477725 

SUPPORT WHILE 
---'  YOU WORK ON YOUR 
WIRELESS PANEL 
219 PER SET 

OF FOUR 
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS 

OR DIRECT FROM 

SOURIWALESWIRELESSINSTALLATION@L° 
21, 22, ED WARD TERRACE 

Phone •I965.  CARDIFF. 
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TRACE DISTORTION 
It requires the accuracy and sensitivity 
of a Weston Mil-Ammeter to tell you 
exactly at which particular stage in your 
receiver distortion begins. 
Try it in your H.T. leads in turn.  Should 
the needle kick strongly either backwards 
or forwards when signal strength varies 
it indicates transformer distortion, over 
saturation of the valve, incorrect grid 
bias,  filament  temperature  or  H.T. 
Potential. 
It is, of course, almost impossible to 
obtain a reading that is absolutely steady, 
but any variation can be reduced to a 
minimum by careful adjustments, and it 
will then be found that reproduction is as 
near perfection as science can make it. 
A Weston Mil-Ammeter is the only 
instrument sufficiently accurate to be of 
any value to you when making readings. 
Weston Instrument:, are  tantlard the 
world over, and since 1888 have been 
unrivalled for scientific Precision, uniform 
accuracy and unvarying reliability. 
Full technical information and guide 
to the operation of these instruments 
supplied on application. 

WESTON Model 506 Mil-Ammeter 
Price 35/-

W ESTON 
STANDARD THE W ORLD OVER 

Pioneer. since 1888 

Weston Electrical Instrument Co. Ltd. 
15, Gt. Saffron Hill 
London, E.C.1 

my mind, so 1.1111,11-1115  and it k npon thk point that I wiqi to 
obtain some itiformatii.n. fsr the p iniOlit; of other readtrs. 
I have been using, at 5N!.  i very pure DC note now for many 

months, and have no grumble against it as far as DX jc cfmcerned, 
(.xi-ept  this:  m y signals at e tinier re•pcirtv(1 as being very strong, 
although they are always readable in practically any part. of the 
world.  The input to the set is 75 watts. 
Lately, however, I have purposely introduced a slight ripple 
into the note, with the result that, in almoit every case, signals 
are reported stronger than previously.  Now as the input power 
remained the same in all cases, and as no adjustments whatever 
were made to the circuit, it is obvious that the signals are not 
really stronger, but only appear to be so to the distant station. 
The question thus arises: Which is the easier note to read, a 
perivAly pure weak crystal controlled note, or a [teak note of 
constant frequency but which is not pure DC.? 
Nly own  opinion, at present, is that while a pure DC crystal-

controlled note is undoubtedly a delightful one to listen to, yet, 
unless it is of fairly good strength, great care is required in reading 
it, and I think I prefer a note, no matter how weak, having a 
slight ripple.  This is, of course, provided QRN is not very much 
pronounced, in which case the DC note would probably be 
the better. 
At all events, I find it difficult to form any definite opinion 

on the matter, and would be interested to know what others think. 
With best wishes, and apologies for taking up so much space, 

I am, 
Yours sincerely, 
FRANK R. NI-ILL (GIVINTJ). 

" Chesterfield," Whitehead, 
Co. Antrim, N. Ireland. 

CORRECTION TO YEAR BOOK. 
To the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 

I thank you for the 1927 Annual Diary and Log Book duly to 
hand, but regret to notice that the city %%here I reside (Bath) 
has been omitted from my name in the international list of amateur 
transmitting stations, thus rendering the insertion useless.  I 
should esteem it a great favour if. in the circumstances, attention 
can be drawn to the omicsion in the next issue of the T. & R. 

I am unable to account for the error, as my name arid address 
has correttly appeared in various publications fc)r the past five years. 

Yours faithfully, 
F. J. Ilt•tams, 
( NI., T. & R. Section, etc.), 

Asholene, Wells Road, Bath, Somerset 
January 27, 1927, 

COR.RECTION TO YEAR BOOK. 
Jo the Editor of T. & R. 13(1.1.i:11N. 

11.111 be extremely obliged if you will correct in an early issue 
(II tilt: BULLETIN the following mistake in the first issue of the 
R.S. G. B. Year BOOk alld Logo re my QRA. This should read: 
H. Dean Poulton KitiUG), 18, Albion Street, Cheltenham. 
The name is spelt wrong, reading H. D. Polton, and Causes 

confusion in postal delivery of reports, etc. 
Thanking you, etc. 

Yours faithfully, 
H. 1)1 AN PoifuroN ((61.%). 

18, Albion Street, theltenharn. 

THAN KS. 
To the Editor of 'F. N R. Bi'LLETIN. 

1 should like to thank the writurs ot the Crystal Control articles 
in Christmas number who shed the light to darken our platis. 
was working with crystal control and could not get further than 
three valves without white-hot platis until the December issue 
came along.  I adopted Goyder's method and found it solved 
all the problems; to get CC sigs. out via this method is as easy 
a; falling off the proverbial log.  I 'ing this method, I have now 
250 watts controlled by three L.S:b valves, and have found DX 
(.21<K  rcry inut.-11 up— R7 from U.S.A. and RS from Australia. 
To those who are doubtful, I say get on to crystal control —it's 
now tow) easy—and help to clean up the 45 band. 
That issue of T ttic R. saved me pounds.  Best of luck in 1927 

735, 

novelly, Armagh, North Ireland. 
BERTIE leVaLsit (21 .1). 

ABOUT (OM PLA I NTS. 
To the Editor of T. & R. 13i!Lt.ETIN. 

I have read your remarks " About Complaints " in this month's 
Editorial.  What is the matter with some of the members ? Are 
there none amongst them who have the common deeency to say 
" Thank you " to a number of their fellow members who give their 
time and services free for their benefit, but. must by continually 
grousing about what they do as it they were paid a huge salary. 
I suggest they should get up and do a bit themselves. 
I for clue have nothing but praise for your efforts and for the 

fact that you give your time free, for our benefit, and I am certain 
that many others feel the same. 

CI RC ULA TI O N  2,000  COPIES. 
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So do riot be discouraged by these grousers, but ignore them. 
Ycnirs faithfully, 

W. IsoN ((;tn:14 ). 
Avonview, liarnham Road, Salisbury. 
January 8, 1927. 

RUSSIAN DX TESTS. 

to the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 
beg 1,) inform all G mils that beginning from March 

there will be arranged a tc.t iii Soviet ainateur-.,  1 ilior 
is fixed from 21.00 till tr.i.oti 
Transmission will occupy 41 range of 35 to 50 nit•trei..  Thc 

majority of participants will 114 6 141w power. 
It is very desirable that c• oins will take part in tlic S4 14 O n d  teSt 

of Soviet amateurs by QS0. 
All QSI_ cards should be sent via " R.W .T."  the addrclis: 

Gcorge Anikiti, 51, Swerdlow's Str., Nijni.Novgorod, Russia. 
lifst 73's, 

G. ANIKIN (RI 1.1A). 
61, Swerdlow's Street, Nijiii-Novgorod, Russia. 

QS() 7th DISTRICT U.S.A.! 

To the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 
DEAR SIR,- -I have a bit of 23-metre work to report direct to 

you,  On 30-1-27, UlADM informed me that U7EK was calling 
me at 19.00 G.M.T. Accordingly 1 gave 7EK a call and listened 
carefully for him, but could hear nothing of him.  During the week 
I mceived a message that he was going to call me on 6-2-27 at 19.00 
G.M.T. I listened and received him a good RS, but in spite of long 
calls on my part, I could not get into touch.  Accordingly, 1 sent 
him a message arranging a schedule for every Sunday. To-day 
(13-2-27) at 17.45 I listened for him. Conditions seemed very bad 
indeed, and the East Coast, U.S.A., stations were not coining over 
at all.  However, I received U7EK at strength R3 calling me to 
schedule.  (I4e was the only U.S.A. station audible at that time), 
and on replying to his call, he reported my signals as R2.  We then 
exchanged signals for half an hour, and he said that my note was 
not so good as when he last heard me.  Although he had great 
difficulty in reading me, I think I can claim first QS() with 7th 
district, U.S.A. As we are continuing our schedule, I hope soon to 
work him again under better conditions.  73's. 

M. F. J. SAMUEL, G5HS. 

EXCHANGE & MART. 
Many amateurs are on the look-out for second-hand 
apparalus at a moderate _figure.  Look through your 
junk and see what you have worth selling and turn it 
into money.  This is your best medium Jr disposing 

of your surplus experimental gear. 

FOR SALE.- Mortley Sprague Double Genera-
tor, 2,500 to 3,000 volts 220 milliamps., 

fitted interpoles and cooling fan ; gives beautiful 
D.C. note without smoothing of any kind  L.T. 
side 20 volts 16 amps. ; terminals to lit rheostat 
to control H.T. output  new ; just received from 
makers ; i3O.  13.1%11. RAT. Generator, 600 volts 
90 milliamps., perfect condition, L3.  11 h.-p. 
Petrol Engine, self-starter, new (drives large genera-
tor), £18.  Owner going on to R.A.C.  B. W m.sn, 
Clovelly, Armagh, North Ireland. 

OTARY  RECTIFIER,  M. W.,  Model  lc, 
IN. output 50 volts 6 amps., for 100-volt A.C. 
mains, new type model, cost £12, perfect condition, 

TRANSMITTING VALVES: Mullard's 0/20, 
0115, 0/10A, 0/10n, I2s. 6d. each ; two Milliard Rect-
ifier Valves, U/30A, 15s. 6d. each; one Cossor Rectifier 
Valve,  1730,  12s.  6d.  All  guaranteed  O.K. 
Dynamo, Westinghouse, 30 volts 7 amps., ring-oiler 
bearings, carbon brushes, good condition, L2. — 
G2KU, 66, Edward Street, Burton-on-Trent. 

TANTALUM. —Tantalum metal sheet for A.C. 
rectifiers. —Blackwell's Metallurgical • Works, 

Liverpool. 

THE POLARIZATION OF WIRELESS WAVES 
Concluded _from page 10. 

distant receiver will probably be as at d, and 
strongest signals  will  be received  on a hori 
zontal or mainly horizontal aerial.  On the other 
hand, waves from a horizontal aerial which start 
like b may be well re( civeti on a vertical aeri;t1. 
of citurse, the aikivc is only a brief outline of 

this phenomenon ; actuallv the subject is a very 
big one, and would ocLupy a great deal of space 
to nelt Lt all 

Bulletin Standing 
Notices. 

A// members are a,%ked to read carefully the ..following 
notices before writing. 
Address all your correspondence to the Particular 

Officer in whil,ic province it is to deal with the 
matter under discussion.  These are the Advertising 
Manager, The lion. Organiser T. & R. BULLETIN ; 
"1-he Hon. Secretary, T. & R. Section; The Sales 
Manager, T. & H. BULLETIN; Secretary, Experi-
mental Section ;  Manager (,2.R.  A. Manager. 
and the Chairman, T. & R. Section.  Each one of 
these officers has his own Department and method 
of dealing with correspomk-nce. 
Alwtys write your letters relating to different 

subjects on separate sheets of paper.  Do not send 
in an order to the Sales Department and ask the 
lion. Organiser a question in the same letter or ask 
a question about your licence.  Also do not mix 
criticisms of the BULLETIN with criticisms of some 
other Department of the Section. 
When sending cheques ar postal orders do not em-

body payment in respect of several items in one sum, 
but make out separate sums for the various items. 
Orders for all articles except enamelled emblems 

should be addressed to the Sales Manager and 
nobody else, and cheques should be made payable 
to Sales Department, T. & R. BULLETIN.  Cheques 
and orders for enamelled badges should be made 
payable to the Secretary, Radio Society of Great 
Britain, and also subscriptions. 
Questions concerning licence matters should be 

addregsed to the lion. Secretary, T. & 1?.. Section. 
Reports concerning other activities should be 

addressed to your Area 3,Ianager (see notes over 
TratfiC Notes). 
Changes of (.)RA should be addressed to C. A. 

jamblin, Esq., QRA Mafiager, 82, York Road, 
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, and these will be 
embodied in a monthly report in the BULLETIN 
and will be noted by Headquarters. 
QSL cards should be forwarded properly addressed 

and stamped in the case of known QRA's to c2S1, 
Manager, Radio Society of Great Britain, 53, 
Victoria Street, S.W.1.  In the case of the free 
delivery countries, however, it is only necessary 
to address the card and not stamp it. 
When corresponding with the Hon. Organiser, 

T. & R. BULLETIN, and if a reply is required, always 
send a stamped addressed envelope unless you are 
sending an article for publication.  Replies cannot 
be guaranteed unless this rule is observed. 
Read these notices month by month in order to 

ensure that no change takes place without your 
knowledge. 
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NVITH the distinct advantage of 
over 35 years Battery manu-
facturing experience, it is not 

surprising that the C.A.V. H.T. ac-
cumulator has proved itself in every 
way superior to other makes. 

C.A.V. H.T. accumulators are not built 
of the ordinary test tubes, but tubes of 
special design and material assembled 
to eliminate intercell current leakage, 
which is so common amongst block 
form accumulators.  The exclusive 
design of C.A.V. H.T. accumulators 
provides a path of intercell leakage 
which is more than 9". 
To prove our absolute confidence in these ac-
cumulators, we guarantee, if you are not satisfied, 
to accept return within 21 days from purchase 
date, and refund money in full, provided battery 
isereturned intact to the Agent from whom it was 
purchased. 

C.A.V. H.T. accumulators will last for years, 
and only need recharging approximately every 
four months. They give bigger volume and are 
silent in operation. 

• , / 

•  \ 7 x 7 ins. high. 
60 Volts 

Supplied fully charged ready for 
immediate use and with distilled 
water filler  ... 601-
Also supplied in 30 and 90 volts, at pro rata prices. 

Our Illustrated Catalogue  be supplied on 
application. 

7'1 01114 
A CTO N. LONDON .W. 

CI RCULATI ON  2,000  COPIES. 
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Round the world with 
Mullard Valves 
(1) CAPE TOWN (R Oxenharn) 

• 

" I might state that I have worked all continents with 
your V01150 Valve with an input approx. of 100 
waits.  I get phenomenal reports from South America 
at times. Many lima my signals have been reported, 
R.8, in Argentine, Brazil, and Chili, in fact at times 
they tell me they can hear my signals all round the 
room.  That is not too bad for about 5000 to 6000 
miles. My den is covered with cards from all over 
the world. 
The other night I was in communication with 

Sydney, Australia, followed by Santos in Brazil; then 
with France, Monsieur Belin Establishment, and 
immediately afterwards was in communication 
with Montevideo, Uruguay. Then Santiago, 
Chili, and finished up with two amateurs in Rio 
Janeiro, Brazil. Not a bad run round the world. 
I have received many reports from England and 
Ireland. 

Enjoy the thrills of distance 
and make your radio 
a complete success by using 

Mullard 
THE • M ASTER VALVE 

Type. 

* DFA6 
*DFA7 
*DFA8 
0/30A 
*D0/40 
V0/50 
V0/150 
V0/250 
*D0/250 

Fil  Fil 
Volts.  amps. 

4.5 
4.5 
4.5 
5.4 
6 

11 
11 

.85 

.85 

.85 
1.8 

4.4 

io 

Anode 
volts. 

•  11111 •• ••• 

100/400 
1001400 
100/400 
1000/1200 
500, 1000 
800/1500 
1500/2500 
200013500 
2000;3000 

Impedance 
ohms. 

*Long-life Dull E:nitter Valves. 

4,500 
2,850 
15,000 
33,0on 
4,20o 
13,00o 
24,000 
I 1,000 
11,000 

• •161 =1 =•■=1 111 .  = as 

Price. 

£2 

7 
12 

0 0 
0 0 

0 
15  0 
5 0 
12  6 
10  0 
7 0 

The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House, Denmark Street, W.C.2 
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